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ABSTRACT

Achieving cost reduction for polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) requires a simultaneous
effort in increasing power density while reducing precious metal loading. In PEFCs, the
cathode performance is often limiting due to both the slow oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR), and mass transport limitation caused by limited oxygen diffusion and liquid water
flooding at high current density. This study is motivated by the achievement of ultra-high
current density through the elimination of the channel/land (C/L) paradigm in PEFC flow
field design. An open metallic element (OME) flow field capable of operating at
unprecedented ultra-high current density (3 A/cm2) introduces new advantages and
limitations for PEFC operation. The first part of this study compares the OME with a
conventional C/L flow field, through performance and electrochemical diagnostic tools
such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results indicate the uniqueness
of the OME’s mass transport improvement. No sign of operation limitation due to flooding
is noted. The second part specifically examines water management at high current density
using the OME flow field. A unique experimental setup is developed to measure steadystate and transient net water drag across the membrane, in order to characterize the
fundamental aspects of water transport at high current density with the OME. Instead of
flooding, the new limitation is identified to be anode side dry-out of the membrane, caused
by electroosmotic drag. The OME improves water removal from the cathode, which
immediately improves oxygen transport and performance. However, the low water content
in the cathode reduces back diffusion of water to the membrane, and electroosmotic drag
dominates at high current density, leading to dry-out. The third part employs the OME
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flow field as a tool that avoids C/L effects endemic to a typical flow field, in order to study
oxygen transport resistance at the catalyst layer of a PEFC. In open literature, a resistance
of unknown origin, was shown to directly or indirectly scale with Pt loading. A lack of
understanding of the mechanism responsible for such resistance is noted, and several
possible theories have been proposed. This lack of fundamental understanding of the
origins of this resistance adds complexity to computational models which are designed to
capture performance behavior with ultra-low loading electrodes. By employing the OME
flow field as a tool to study this phenomena, the origins of the transport resistance
appearing at ultra-low Platinum (Pt) loading is proposed to be an increase in oxygen
dilution resistance through water film.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Background

A fuel cell is a power generating device. It converts the chemical energy of a fuel into
electrical energy through electrochemical reactions with oxygen or another oxidizing
agent. The first fuel cell can be traced to 1842, when Sir William R. Grove from south
Wales, built a device which generated electrical energy by combing hydrogen and oxygen
[2]. During the “space race” of the 1950s, NASA in collaboration with engineers at GE
began development of fuel cells to generate power for satellites and space capsules. Their
first industrial polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) system was used during Project
Gemini in 1962 [2, 3]. More recently, geo-political and socio-economic distress about
fossil fuel depletion and protecting the environment has encouraged governmental and
private efforts in developing highly efficient and clean technologies such as fuel cells. Fuel
cells are sought to be ideal for various applications, from stationary power generation to
automotive engines, and consumer electronics [4]. The direct conversion of chemical
energy to electrical energy without combustion means that the operating efficiencies of
PEFC are not limited by Carnot Cycle. They can therefore achieve system efficiency of 5060%, which is much higher than the internal combustion engine efficiency of 25-35% [5].
Fuel cells are also quiet due to minimal presence of moving parts, and they are free of
harmful emissions. There are several types of fuel cells, each being characterized by the
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electrolyte used. The most common types are listed in Table 1. The basic operation of a
PEFC and its components are described in the next section.

Table 1-1. Common fuel cell types and their characteristics [4, 5]

Fuel Cell

Electrolyte

Operating

Fuel Type

Temperature

System Efficiency
Qualified Power

(oC)
35-55 %
Alkaline FC

KOH

60-120

Pure H2
10-100 kW

Solid
35-45 %
PEFC

Polymer

50-100

Pure H2
100 W- 500 kW

(Nafion®)
Phosphoric

Phosphoric

40 %
150-220

Acid FC

Acid

Molten

Lithium and

Carbonate

Potassium

FC

Carbonate

Pure H2
< 10 MW

H2, CO,

>50%

CH4

<100 MW

H2, CO,

> 50%

CH4

<100 MW

600-650

Solid Oxide
Solid Oxide
Electrolyte
FC

500-1100

(Zirconia)
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PEFC Operation

The basic components and operation of a simple PEFC are shown in Figure 1-1. Hydrogen
gas is generally supplied to the anode side of the cell while the oxidant, usually oxygen gas
from the air is distributed to the cathode. At the anode, an electrochemical oxidation
reaction occurs. The hydrogen gas splits into hydrogen ions H+ and electrons e-. The
produced electrons flow through an external circuit, and can power an electric motor or
other device. The hydrogen ions pass from the anode side to the cathode through a semipermeable polymer membrane. The membrane has high ionic conductivity, but is not
conductive to electrons. It therefore prevents a short circuit between the anode and cathode
compartments. At the cathode, the hydrogen ions, electrons and oxygen are combined in
an oxygen reduction reaction that forms water as product. The discussed electrochemical
reactions are:
Anode reaction:

(1)

Cathode reaction:

(2)

Overall cell reaction:

(3)

A catalyst layer containing nano-sized (2-4nm) platinum particles on carbon support are
generally applied on each sides of the cell.
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PEFC Components

In the center of the diagram of Figure 1-1, the ion conductive membrane separates anode
from cathode. Its thickness varies between 15-175 µm. The type most commonly used for
PEFC membranes today is polyperfluorosulfonic acid membrane. It normally consists of
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone with sulfonic acid groups attached to the
perfluorinated-vynil-polyether side chains. When hydrated, the highly hydrophilic sulfonic
acid groups will absorb water and ionize. This will enable H+ ion transfer through the
membrane.
Platinum powder nano-particles, roughly 2-4 nm in size and supported by larger (around
40 nm) carbon particles are applied to each side of the membrane. The electrochemical
reactions occur on those catalyst layers. The thickness of a catalyst layer is typically 10-30
µm, and can also be referred to as electrode. The combination of membrane and catalyst
layer is usually referred to as membrane electrode assembly (MEA).
The MEA is sandwiched between two backing layers also known as gas diffusion media
(DM). Typical DMs are made of carbon cloth (woven) or carbon paper. Carbon cloth DMs
are made of fibers woven in some pattern, whereas carbon fiber paper consists of fibers
aligned in random direction. The main purpose of the DM is to transport reactant gases
from flow channels to the catalyst layer. In addition, they provide support for the flow
channel, and protect the catalyst layer. DMs need to be conductive in order to allow
electrons to flow from the catalyst layer to the external circuit. Another important function
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of the DM is its ability to remove product water away from the catalyst sites to the
channel.
Flow channels, also acting as current collection plates, are made of electrically conductive
material, most commonly graphite or metal. There key function is to distribute the
reactants over the assembly. They also provide adequate compression to the soft sub-layers
(DM, Catalyst layer and MEA), and therefore need to be robust. This proposal will use a
novel flow field design and therefore a review of common flow fields is discussed in the
next section.

Figure 1-1. Schematic of a generic fuel cell [4]
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Flow field architecture

Reactant gases in a fuel cell are distributed over the gas diffusion media (DM) through a
flow field, before diffusing to the reaction sites. For functional requirements, the design of
a flow field must achieve adequate reactant gas distribution over their respective
electrodes, provide pathways for water evacuation from the cell, translate compression
from the end plates/bipolar plates to the soft materials layered within, and provide
necessary electrical conduction and heat transfer.
A variety of flow field designs are well developed, including parallel, serpentine, and
interdigitated (e.g [6-13]). It is important to note that even though different flow field
layouts have been developed, they are generally based on a conventional alternating
channel/land distribution. Parallel flow fields suffer from uneven gas flow supply and
water droplet accumulation, which can result in poor performance at high current or wet
conditions. Neutron imaging utilized to quantify liquid water accumulation and distribution
in a PEFC showed that locations under lands have restricted mass transport and are
preferential liquid storage sites, even in dryer operating conditions [14]. Figure 1-2 is a
typical false colored neutron image showing water trapping and accumulation under lands.
It was also shown that decreasing the land-to-channel ratio is advantageous in decreasing
the water stored in the cell, but could be a drawback when operating in low humidity
conditions [15]. Another neutron study revealed that the liquid storage in the gas diffusion
layer increased with larger lands [16]. Larger lands create increased distance for transport
of products from the electrode, and also add a shadowing effect for reactants diffusing to
the electrode. A serpentine layout suffers from relatively higher pressure drop and
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concentration gradients since the flow path is relatively long. Liquid water has also been
shown to accumulate in turns and switchbacks [17, 18], which can harm performance,
stability, and durability. The presence of lands introduces a drawback since reactant gas
must diffuse under the lands to reach the electrode. At high current density, the land width
was found to be the dominant factor for performance. At the same time, large channel
spans cause additional ohmic resistance [19], and increase DM intrusion in the channel
[20, 21]. The under-compressed DM surface below the channel makes less contact with the
catalyst layer [22]. It is also shown that water in low compression interfaces is prone to ice
lens formation during operation or storage at subfreezing temperatures, which ultimately
causes mechanical damage to the soft materials [23]. Conventional channel/land
configurations have also been developed with porous carbon material that acts as an
integrated passive wick that removes excess water from the channels and DM [24-26].
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a.

b.
Figure 1-2. Water buildup in channel and under the lands of a channel/land cell architecture, b)
real-time neutron image of water buildup, reproduced from [27]
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Discussion of Theoretical Aspect
PEFC performance
The performance of a PEFC is characterized by four kinds of losses. These are i) activation
polarization, ii) ohmic polarization, iii) concentration (mass transfer) polarization, and iv)
fuel cross-over polarization. The typical performance curve of a PEFC and the current
density regions, where each loss dominates are as shown in Figure 1-3.

The activation polarization represents the rate of an electrochemical reaction controlled by
electrode kinetics in the low current density region. Like any chemical reaction,
electrochemical reactions in a PEFC involve an electronic barrier that must be overcome
prior to current generation. Activation overpotential can be described by the Butler-Volmer
equation for an electrode:

(4)

where i represents the current density (A/m2), F is Faraday’s constant which is 96,485
(C/mole-eq), i0 is the exchange current density (A/m2), ηact is the activation overpotential,
n is the number of electrons transferred in the elementary electrode reaction charge transfer
sites, αA is the anodic transfer coefficient, and finally αc is the cathodic transfer coefficient.

Ohmic polarization are a result of limited ionic conductivity of the membrane, the
electrical resistance of the various soft materials, and the inherent contact resistance at the
interface of the many layers. Ohmic losses are a strong function of the hydration level of
9

the membrane, and are therefore affected by various operating conditions such as flow
rates, gas humidity and current density. A high water content in the membrane is essential
to reduce ohmic loss of the membrane. The ohmic losses are expressed by Ohm’s law:

(5)

Where Rtotal is the total resistance of the fuel cell including contact and ionic resistance, and
i is the current density.

Concentration polarizations are a consequence of mass transport limitations of the reactant
gases to the reaction sites at high current density. The increased water generation with low
operating temperature (below 100oC) leads to increased water saturation in the pores of the
diffusion media. This increases the tortuosity of the pathways in which reactant gases
diffuse to their respective reaction sites and results in a concentration different between the
catalyst surface and the diffusion media. Consequently the electrode potential is reduced.
Concentration polarization is expressed according to the Nernst equation:

(6)
Where iL is the limiting current density, indicating the maximum rate at which reactant can
be supplied to an electrode and T is the temperature.
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Cross-over loss is the last type of loss in a PEFC. It is a result of unreacted hydrogen
crossover to the cathode compartment. This leads to a reduction in electrochemical
reaction rate.

Figure 1-3. Typical polarization curve of a PEFC [3, 5]
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Water transport across the membrane

Part of the water introduced in the humidified reactant streams crosses the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) which contributes to membrane and ionomer hydration. The
oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode is another source of water. At elevated current
densities, it is very common for the byproduct water generation rate to be orders of
magnitude higher than the rate of water introduced with the gas streams. Water is also
moved from the anode to the cathode side of the membrane via electroosmotic drag
induced by proton transport. This is due to water forming a hydration shell around a
proton, or hydrodynamic pumping due to ionic and hydration shell movement.
Electroosmotic drag is increased with thinner membranes and increase membrane water
content. Because electroosmotic drag affects water management in a fuel cell, it has a local
and general contribution to the performance and durability. A local dry-out on the anode
side of the membrane can be induced by electroosmotic drag. This affects the conductivity
of the membrane and therefore increases ohmic resistance. Both water generation and
electroosmotic drag contribute to dumping water in the cathode side of the MEA. Even
though high water content in the cathode ionomer improves proton transport, the slight
excess will result in reduced performance due to flooding and water film resistance over
the electrochemically active area. Also, low water content in the ionomer phase of the
cathode electrode is detrimental to charge transport and therefore performance. The
dumping of water at the cathode creates a concentration gradient across the membrane.
When the water concentration on the cathode side is high enough, water can move from the
cathode toward the anode compartment in what is termed back diffusion of water. The
12

separate measurement and estimation of electroosmosis and diffusion rates are possible
[28-32]. Pressure gradients between the two gas compartments (across the membrane) also
affect net water transport direction. However, it is the combined effect during typical fuel
cell operating conditions that dictates the overall direction of water transport, and is
referred to as the effective or net water drag.
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Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy and circuit modeling for PEFC

Many complex problems in electrochemistry, such as corrosion or the kinetics of a given
electrode are studied with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). In a fuel cell,
voltage loss at a given current density is a result of a combination of ohmic and non-ohmic
contributions. While the ohmic contributions can readily be studied with DC techniques,
the non-ohmic contributions, such as adsorption processes at the electrodes, the charge
transfer across the double layer, and the kinetically based concentration polarization,
normally have frequency-dependent response times. Therefore those phenomena are
studied using an AC technique, EIS. EIS is a great tool for fuel cells as the AC signal is
applied without any modifications to the internals of the cell. Also the amplitude of the
signal is minimal making the technique non-intrusive. A signal (20mV~50mV) is applied
at varying frequencies (100 mHz – 5 kHz), and the response is recorded in the shape of a
Nyquist or Bode plot. This response to the oscillating signal can be used to discern
qualitative details of the kinetics and concentration polarization behavior at the electrodes.
Using a first principle based approach or an equivalent electrical circuit, the ohmic, charge
transfer and mass transport resistances can be qualitatively discerned. A generalized
Nyquist plot from the frequency response is shown in Figure 1-4a.
The commonly employed equivalent circuit for data fitting is shown in Figure 1-4b, [33,
34]. Cathode charge transfer and mass transport are modeled with a resistor (Rct_cat) and a
finite diffusion Warburg impedance (Ws1) respectively, in series. The double layer
capacitance for the cathode is represented with a constant phase element (CPE_Cat). The
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ohmic resistance is Rohmic, which consists of the ionic resistance of the membrane in
series with the ohmic resistance of the various layers and their contract resistances.

a)

b)

Figure 1-4. a) Typical Nyquist plot for PEFC, b) Equivalent circuit employed to fit impedance
spectra
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Preface to Chapter 2
This chapter is the preliminary evaluation of performance and mass transport of an open
metallic element architecture fuel cell, in comparison to a conventional parallel
channel/land design. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, oxygen dilution in helium,
and net water drag measurements are used to identify the improvements on polarization
curves, as a result of the new architecture. The results provide for the first time a
fundamental comparative between the two cell designs. New limitations inherent of the
OME design are also highlighted.
The work presented in this chapter is part of a collaborative project between the
Pennsylvania State University and Nuvera Fuel Cells Inc., and funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Abstract
Performance and mass transport of a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) with an open
metallic element (OME) flow field architecture were analyzed in comparison to a
conventional parallel channel/land (C/L) fuel cell, using low humidity at the anode and dry
oxidant at the cathode. Under identical conditions the OME cell was able to operate at a
current density of 3 A cm-2, recording a peak power of 1.2 W cm-2, compared to 0.9 W cm2

using a parallel cell. Area specific resistance (ASR) was lower for the OME cell as a

result of more uniform compression and reduced contact resistance. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) revealed great improvement in mass transport compared to
a parallel C/L cell. A heliox mixture at the cathode of both cells revealed improved mass
transport for the parallel cell, but revealed no oxygen gas phase transport limitation at high
current densities. In fact, it was shown that with an OME architecture, limitation at ultrahigh current density results from dehydration at the anode and not reactant mass transport.
This also indicates that ionomer film resistances at the electrode do not preclude operation
at extremely high currents.
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Introduction

The polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) is a possible alternative to the internal
combustion engine for many applications. In the context of clean and sustainable energy,
the PEFC is a zero emission technology when using hydrogen gas produced from
renewable sources. The majority of automotive manufacturers are engaging in PEFC
research and development, and numerous prototype vehicles have already been developed
and demonstrated competent performance and range. Market entry is planned in 2015, but
reduction in cost below the state-of-the-art system price of 46 $ kW-1 is still needed [1].
Reactant gases in a fuel cell are distributed over the gas diffusion media (DM) through a
flow field, before diffusing to the reaction sites. For functional requirements, the design of
a flow field must achieve adequate reactant gas distribution over their respective
electrodes, provide pathways for water evacuation from the cell, translate compression
from the end plates/bipolar plates to the soft materials layered within, and provide
necessary electrical conduction and heat transfer.
A variety of flow field designs are well developed, including parallel, serpentine, and
interdigitated (e.g [2-9]). It is important to note that even though different flow field
layouts have been developed, they are generally based on a conventional alternating
channel/land distribution. Parallel flow fields suffer from uneven gas flow supply and
water droplet accumulation, which can result in poor performance at high current or wet
conditions. Neutron imaging utilized to quantify liquid water accumulation and distribution
in a PEFC showed that locations under lands have restricted mass transport and are
preferential liquid storage sites, even in dryer operating conditions [10]. It was also shown
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that decreasing the land-to-channel ratio is advantageous in decreasing the water stored in
the cell, but could be a drawback when operating in low humidity conditions [11]. Another
neutron study revealed that the liquid storage in the gas diffusion layer increased with
larger lands [12]. Larger lands create increased distance for transport of products from the
electrode, and also add a shadowing effect for reactants diffusing to the electrode. A
serpentine layout suffers from relatively higher pressure drop and concentration gradients
since the flow path is relatively long. Liquid water has also been shown to accumulate in
turns and switchbacks [13, 14], which can harm performance, stability, and durability. The
presence of lands introduces a drawback since reactant gas must diffuse under the lands to
reach the electrode. At high current density, the land width was found to be the dominant
factor for performance. At the same time, large channel spans cause additional ohmic
resistance [15], and increase DM intrusion in the channel [16, 17]. The under-compressed
DM surface below the channel makes less contact with the catalyst layer [18]. It is also
shown that water in low compression interfaces is prone to ice lens formation during
operation or storage at subfreezing temperatures, which ultimately causes mechanical
damage to the soft materials [19]. Conventional channel/land configurations have also been
developed with porous carbon material that acts as an integrated passive wick that removes
excess water from the channels and DM [20-22].
The motivation of this study is to understand factors which limit ultra-high current density
in fuel cells, so that reduced system cost can ultimately be achieved through higher power
density stacks. To help achieve this, a single cell with open metallic element, conceived
and designed by Nuvera Fuel Cells (Billerica, MA), with a flow field capable of
dramatically increasing limiting current density compared to conventional design, was
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tested. The elimination of lands in the flow field is the unique ohmic and mass transport
behavior of this architecture. A conventional parallel land/channel fuel cell was used as a
comparative reference, in order to better understand the increase in power density observed
with the open metallic element design. A set of operating conditions of particular interest
to the automotive industry were used in order to operate both cells as shown in Table 1.
The results of this study provide a comparison between conventional parallel C/L design
and an open metallic element for the first time in literature, and show different origins of
performance limitation of the two designs. The experimental work also provides validation
data for simultaneous modeling efforts of the open metallic element design [23].
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Experimental Setup and Procedure
Two single cells were used in this comparative study. The first cell has a conventional C/L
flow field in parallel configuration as shown in Figure 1(a), with an active area of 25 cm 2.
The second cell has an open metallic element acting as flow field and an active area
measuring 50 cm2, as seen in Figure 1(b). Both cells’ flow fields have the same length in
the direction of the flow, making the comparison of two different sized cells possible. The
anode and cathode reactant flows were operated in a counter-flow arrangement.

Figure 2-1. a) channel/land, b) open metallic element. (not to scale)
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All experiments were conducted using commercial type membrane electrolyte assembly
(MEA) composed of an 18 µm (dry) membrane with a catalyst loading of 0.15 mg Pt.cm-2
at the anode and 0.4 mg Pt.cm-2 at the cathode. The diffusion media (DM) used on both
electrodes are Sigracet 25BC by SGL Group (Wiesbaden, Germany), which have a 5%
PTFE content and a micro porous layer (MPL) with 23% PTFE content.
An Arbin Instruments (College Station, TX) fuel cell testing station was used for all
experiments. The gases were humidified using a standalone membrane-type humidification
system from Fuel Cell Technologies Inc. (Albuquerque, NM). Gas inlet pressure was
controlled with a backpressure unit from Scribner Associates Inc. (Southern Pine, NC).
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using a Zahner IM6ex with
an external EL300 load, by Zahner Elektrik (Kronach, Germany). The frequency was
swept from 100 mHz to 5 kHz using a 20 mV amplitude signal.
Two dew point temperature sensors by Vaisala Inc (Helsinki, Finland) were used to
measure the dew point temperatures of the gases exiting the anode and cathode of the
OME cell, in order to compute the net water drag coefficient.
The cells temperatures were maintained at 60oC with high flow rate coolant (DI water)
from a re-circulating bath for all experiments. Table 1 summarizes the test protocol
employed in all experiments unless otherwise specified. The anode side was fed with
hydrogen gas at 53% inlet relative humidity (RH), with a constant stoichiometry of 2. The
cathode side was fed with dry air or heliox at a stoichiometry increasing from 1.6 to 2 with
0.1 increments as current is increased from 0.25 to 2 A cm-2. The stoichiometry remained 2
for any current density above 2 A cm-2. The same inlet pressure was set on both sides of
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the cell by applying backpressure. Inlet pressure was throttled from 118 kPa to 180 kPa
(absolute pressure) with increasing current density up to 2 A cm-2. After 2 A cm-2 inlet
pressure remained constant at 180 kPa. The cell was operated in galvanostatic mode. Each
point on the polarization curves shown corresponds to a 45 minutes operation average.

Anode

Cathode

Gas

Hydrogen

Air or Heliox (21% O2, Bal. He)

Relative Humidity

53%

Dry (humidifier bypassed)

Current density (A cm-2)

Stoichiometry

Inlet Pressure
(kPa, absolute)

Stoichiometry

Inlet Pressure
(kPa, absolute)

0.25

2

118

1.6

118

0.5

2

129

1.7

129

1

2

152

1.8

152

1.5

2

175

1.9

175

2

2

180

2

180

2.5

2

180

2

180

3.0

2

180

2

180

Table 2-1. Fuel cell automotive operating conditions
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Results and Discussion
Performance Comparison of Open Metallic Element (OME) and Conventional Design
The performances obtained using the parallel C/L flow field architecture with air at the
cathode, are shown in Figure 2, and are well known.

Figure 2-2. Parallel flow field performance at 60oC, under different backpressure and cathode gas
dilution. (No backpressure for air, automotive pressure conditions for air, automotive pressure
conditions for heliox).
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The low pressure (atmospheric pressure at cell outlets) curve represents an ideal for future
automotive conditions where parasitic losses are minimized. However, with the existing
materials and architecture, these conditions cause performance problems due to increased
ionic losses, and high mass transport limitation. The maximum power density achieved
does not exceed 0.675 W cm-2, and the cell does not operate stably above 1.5 A cm-2. The
conditions utilized for this study, with back pressure on both reactant streams, result in
better performance throughout the current density range due to enhanced electrode kinetics
and mass transport [24-26]. Concurrently, the cell generates 0.9 W cm-2. However, a sharp
decrease in performance is still visible at current densities higher than 1.5 A cm-2, and is
generally a result of the mass transport limitations. The conventional designs are
inadequate in efficient water removal from the cell components resulting in blockage of
reactant diffusion into the reaction sites and causing flooding losses. This is visible in
Figure 3, taken with neutron imaging from [27]. Water accumulates under the lands and
moves from under the land toward the inner walls of the channel, and therefore retarding
the water removal process [27]. The performance curve with heliox at the cathode clearly
shows the improvement in mass transport by increasing diffusivity of oxygen into the
reaction sites. This performance decrease at the high current region is a significant problem
in terms of obtaining high power density, which is a critical parameter in automotive
applications in particular.
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Figure 2-3. a) Water buildup in channel and under the lands of a channel/land cell architecture, b)
real-time neutron image of water buildup, reproduced from [27].

The OME design studied here greatly improves the cell performance in the mass limited
region while using the same operating conditions. As seen in Figure 4, at the same
conditions (air at the cathode, low humidity, and automotive pressure conditions) the open
flow field architecture yields a 25% increase in the limiting current density, mainly
through better mass transfer.
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Figure 2-4. Performance comparison between OME and parallel flow field at 60oC, with dry air
flow at the cathode using automotive conditions shown in Table 1.

To the author’s knowledge, the 3 A cm-2 value is the highest reported limiting current
density in the literature at reasonable operating voltage in air environments. The OME also
results in a reduced ohmic resistance, as seen from the mid-current region. The
performance curves for both cells are identical up to 0.5 A cm-2, which is expected since
they both use the same MEA, and therefore should have the same kinetic behavior. The
most important outcome of the boost in performance is seen by comparing power density
curves, where the use of OME successfully eliminated the diminishing return of power
density at ultra-high currents. As a result a 33% increase in power density is obtained, from
0.9 W cm-2 (1.6 W.mg-1Pt) with the parallel channel/land architecture to 1.2 W cm-2 (2.2
W.mg-1Pt) with the OME. This substantial gain in power density enables higher power
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operation, and therefore greatly decreases the size and cost of stacks for automotive
application through less use of expensive catalyst and smaller auxiliary components. Peak
power values for both cells are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2-2. Peak power of OME and parallel channel/land cells at cell temperature of 60 oC using
automotive conditions shown in Table 1.

Peak power density (W cm-2)
Peak power per catalyst
loading (W.mg-1Pt)

OME

Parallel channel/land

1.2

0.9

2.2

1.6

The performance improvement with the open flow field is further analyzed by means of
area specific resistance (ASR) data for both designs. As seen in Figure 5, the ASR for the
open flow field is almost 50% lower than that of the conventional design. The ASR value
consists of both the membrane ionic resistance and the contact resistance between the cell
components. The lower ASR strongly suggests that more uniform compression, and
therefore better contact is achieved with the OME. The iR-free curves of Figure 5 almost
overlap in the low and mid-current density regions of both cells (i.e. up to 1.5 A cm-2) as
an indication of vastly similar kinetic and mass transport behavior between the two cases
in this current region. However, the sharp performance drop observed with the parallel cell
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at current densities higher than 1.5 A cm-2 is not apparent with the OME. Since the curves
are compensated for resistive losses, this enhancement clearly is a result of better mass
transport obtained with the OME design.

Figure 2-5. IR-Free performance comparison between OME, and parallel flow field, with
respective ASR at 60oC and air at the cathode, under automotive conditions.

Analysis of mass transport region for OME and parallel flow fields
The considerable gain in performance with the use of OME as a flow field is mainly
attributed to the mass transport improvements in the high current density region. In order
to investigate the difference at high current density, a heliox mixture containing the same
mole fraction of oxygen as that of air (21% O2, Bal. He) was fed at the cathode of both
cells. At the temperature of 60oC and pressure conditions up to 180 kPa, oxygen diffusivity
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in helium gas is 4.1 times higher than in nitrogen, and water vapor diffusivity in helium is
3.8 times higher than in nitrogen [28]. As shown in Figure 6(a), there is noticeable increase
in performance when heliox is introduced in the parallel C/L cell. The limiting current
density is increased, and the performance curve is now more linear indicative of less mass
transport resistance. When this automotive heliox test on the parallel cell is compared with
the automotive air performance of the OME, as seen in Figure 6(b), a close match is found.
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a)

b)
Figure 2-6. Effect of heliox mixture on performance at 60oC with automotive operating conditions:
a) Effect on parallel cell b) OME air and parallel heliox.
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Complete electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data for both cells is shown in
Nyquist plots of Figure 7. Note that air is used as the oxidant in both cases for the EIS data,
and Figure 7(d) is only OME data as it is operating at ultra-high current densities above 2
A cm-2.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)
Figure 2-7. Nyquist plot for parallel and OME with air flow at the cathode: a) 0.5 A cm -2, b) 1 A
cm-2, c) 2 A cm-2, d) OME only at 2.5 and 3 A cm-2.
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The smaller low frequency diameter of the semicircle with the OME suggests lower
transport resistance compared to conventional parallel design. The Nyquist plots of Figure
7 were fit to the commonly employed equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8(a) [29, 30]. The
medium and low-frequency response arcs are characteristics of cathode charge-transfer and
mass-transport processes, and are modeled with a resistor (Rct_Cat) and a finite diffusion
Warburg impedance (Ws1) respectively, in series. The double layer capacitance for the
cathode is represented with a constant phase element (CPE_Cat). The real axis (Z’)
intercept corresponds to the ohmic resistance (Rohmic), which consists of the ionic
resistance of the membrane in series with the ohmic resistance of the various layers
(catalyst layer, microporous layer, DM, flow field) and their contact resistances. The ohmic
resistance is the same resistance mentioned previously as ASR. Deconvolution of the EIS
data into charge transfer and mass transport resistances are shown in Figure 8(b) and 8(c),
respectively. There is a visible sharp increase in transport resistance with the parallel cell at
current densities above 1 A cm-2. The sharp increase is not seen with the OME, and the
mass transfer resistance flattens after 1 A cm-2. All these results clearly indicate that the
OME design greatly reduces mass transport losses and yields in much higher current and
power density.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 2-8. a) Equivalent circuit employed to fit impedance spectra, b) charge transfer resistance,
c) mass transport resistance; with air flow at the cathode using automotive conditions.
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To understand if further improvement in mass transport can be obtained with the OME,
heliox was introduced in the cathode of the OME cell under the same automotive
conditions. The heliox test on the OME cell resulted in identical performance to the OME
cell operating with air at the cathode, except for the limiting current density, as can be seen
in Figure 9. The fact that the performance of the open flow field with heliox was not better
than air, contrary to what was observed for the parallel cell, means that the transport of
reactants in the open flow field architecture is not restricted by the diffusion of oxygen to
the reaction sites. Also, this indicates that ionomer film resistances at the electrode do not
prevent operation at extremely high currents.

Figure 2-9. Effect of heliox mixture on OME performance at 60oC, using automotive conditions (2
A cm-2 is not a stable point with Heliox, due to dry-out).
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However, limiting current density with heliox was only 2 A cm-2, compared to 3 A cm-2
with air. From this observation we deduce that a phenomena different than transport
limitation is determining the cell performance in OME at high current density with heliox.
As shown in Figure 10, the open flow field cell operating with heliox at a constant current
density of 2 A cm-2 suffered from gradual voltage drop associated with regular increase in
ASR. Heliox improves the diffusivity of oxygen and water vapor at the cathode side. In
this case, the faster diffusion of water vapor with heliox caused membrane dry-out by
exacerbating the already enhanced diffusion in OME with air flow. In other words, most of
the water introduced in the anode side is now removed through the cathode flow with the
use of heliox. The results from water balance measurements, as shown in Figure 11, also
confirm this behavior by showing a significant increase in net water drag coefficient at
high current density with heliox.
Due to the metallic nature of the OME and corrosion reported in previous metallic flow
field studies, we have not observed any sign of corrosion after more than 2000 hours of
operation between various OME cells. This is attributed to the stability of the elements
over our range of operating conditions.
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Figure 2-10. Voltage and ASR evolution of OME cell at 2 A cm-2 with Heliox flow at the cathode,
and a cell temperature of 60oC.

Figure 2-11. Measured net water drag coefficient of OME with air, and OME with heliox using
automotive conditions. The computed theoretical limit where all the water is collected at the
cathode outlet is also plotted.
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Conclusion
A performance comparison between the OME architecture fuel cell capable of ultra-high
current density and a conventional parallel channel/land architecture was discussed in this
work. A stable peak power of 1.2 W cm-2 at a current density of 3 A cm-2 was generated
using the OME architecture, at a cell operating temperature of 60oC, with low humidity
hydrogen at the anode and dry air at the cathode, an improvement of 33% compared to the
conventional channel/land design. It was shown that the open flow field architecture
improves overall ohmic resistance of the cell through more uniform compression and
reduction of contact resistance. The nature of performance improvement through the OME
is similar to the boost in performance observed when a heliox mixture is introduced at the
cathode of a parallel cell. Mass transport is greatly improved with the OME as the absence
of land facilitates and homogenizes water removal, and eliminates the need for in-plane
diffusion of the reactants to their specific active electrodes. However, when heliox was
used in the OME cell, the combination of the absence of lands and improved water
diffusivity in helium limited the current density to 2 A cm-2 due to cell dry-out. The
limitation at high current density with OME is dry-out due to reduced water retention, and
not flooding as commonly observed with conventional C/L flow field. Ionomer film
resistances at the electrode do not preclude operation at extremely high currents. Future
work will examine in detail the dry-out mechanism at different operating temperatures, and
methods for increased water retention with OME.
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Preface to chapter 3

This chapter investigates water management specific to the open metallic architecture
operating at high current density. Performance, net water drag, and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy measurements are used simultaneously with varying temperature
and RH conditions in order to predict hydration states in the cell. The results are used to
determine which fundamental water transport mechanism is limiting cell operation. The
dry-out mechanism is described, and compared to the conventional cathode flooding and
shutdown.
The work presented in this chapter is part of a collaborative project between the
Pennsylvania State University and Nuvera Fuel Cells Inc., and funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Abstract
Efficient operation at ultra-high current density (3 A cm-2) with reasonable voltage is
possible in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) with a porous open metallic element
(OME) flow field due to the dramatic improvement of mass transport through elimination
of the conventional channel/land bias. Rather than flooding, improved reactant transport
leads to enhanced water removal from the cell and the typical limitation of performance is
a result of anode dry-out. In this work, the fundamental water transport mechanisms in the
OME PEFC were examined in order to engineer further improved performance and higher
temperature operation required for efficient heat rejection. Specifically, the net water drag
(NWD) was measured over a range of conditions and analyzed with respect to
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and performance. As the cell operating
temperature was increased, the effect of back diffusion was reduced due to the diminishing
liquid water content in the cathode catalyst layer, and at critical liquid water content, anode
dry-out was triggered primarily through electro-osmotic drag. Addition of cathode
humidity was shown to promote high temperature operation mostly due to improved water
back diffusion. The same mechanism can be achieved by creating a pressure differential
across the membrane, with higher pressure on the cathode side. Stable operation was
demonstrated at 90oC using a polymer electrolyte membrane. Real time NWD
measurements were recorded during transient anodic dry-out conditions and are consistent
with gradual membrane dehydration. The trade-off between liquid water overshadowing
cathode catalyst sites and its contribution in promoting back diffusion is identified as a key
factor in systems with anode dry-out limited operation.
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Introduction
Growing concerns about preserving the environment and finding sustainable sources of
energy have brought hydrogen to the forefront of clean energy carriers. Polymer electrolyte
fuel cells (PEFCs) are prominent candidates as power generating devices, converting
energy stored in hydrogen gas into useable electric power. PEFCs operating on renewable
hydrogen are of particular interest to the automotive industry since they are highly
efficient, with zero-emissions, and operate at high-power density. The next decade will
play a major role in commercializing fuel cell vehicles as most major car manufacturers
plan to enter early commercialization by 2015 [1-4]. Continual improvement in
performance, cost, and durability is required for successful market implementation.
In PEFCs, the cathode performance is often limiting [5, 6]. This is due to both the slower
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics at the cathode compared to fast hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode, and mass transport limitation caused by limited
oxygen diffusion and liquid water flooding at high current density [5-9]. The conventional
bias in the design of fuel cell flow fields using alternating channel/land configuration is a
result of the functional requirements of a flow field [10-17]. Channels distribute reactants
and remove products, while lands are needed to provide adequate support, compression,
and conduction of heat and current.
Various methods for excess water removal have been identified, and can involve
modification of different components. Generally speaking, the modification can be in the
flow field design, operating parameters, or in the soft materials such as diffusion media
(DM), microporous layer (MPL) or catalyst layer (CL). Compared to a conventional
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parallel channel/land (C/L) design, a properly designed serpentine flow field at the cathode
removes more residual water due to increased pressure drop and enhanced convective
forces at the same stoichiometry [18, 19], while an interdigitated flow field forces reactant
flow convectively toward the active layer [20]. Modification of the C/L flow field material
properties has also been proposed. Hydrophilic treatment of channel walls enhances liquid
suction from locations under the land while polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) treatment of
the C/L interface was demonstrated to increase water storage in the DM and promote
flooding [21, 22]. A C/L flow field made of porous carbon was devised to distribute gas in
a conventional way and to act as a passive wick for water removal and redistribution of
humidity [23].
flooding.

Component level modifications have also been proposed to mitigate

For example, it was shown that DM with relatively low in-plane gas

permeability accounts for a greater amount of liquid water retention under the lands. An
increase in PTFE content in the DM and MPL was shown to promote removal of water
from the cathode, but an excess amount of PTFE leads to increased electrical contact
resistance and reduction in performance [24, 25]. In recent studies, DMs were altered by
laser perforation to investigate the effect of structural change on water management [2628]. Results indicated that perforations acted as water reservoir pools and redistributed
water in low humidity conditions. At high current or wet conditions performance was poor.
Even though the aforementioned strategies differ, they all deal with conventional
architecture fuel cell consisting of alternating channel and lands. As some of them improve
water removal and enhance performance, the main limit in typical operation is still due to
flooding and mass transport at the cathode, an inherent characteristic of the channel land
bias.
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Porous metal and metallic mesh fuel distributors have been suggested for direct methanol
fuel cells [29-34], and an improvement in performance is noted compared to conventional
flow fields caused by improved methanol distribution and CO2 removal. In PEFC, Kumar
et al modeled the performance of a multi-parallel flow field and the effect of filling the
rectangular channels with porous metal of different permeability. The addition of porous
metal in the rectangular channels leads to improved performance, and more importantly to
a more uniform local current distribution. The highest simulated current density was 842
mA cm-2 [35]. Tsai et al examined the effect of the location of manifolds in a porous metal
flow field fuel cell on fuel distribution and concluded that dividing the metal foam into
multiple regions and using multiple inlets effectively increases the gas distribution and
utilization rate [36].
A single cell with an open metallic element (OME), designed and developed by Nuvera
Fuel Cells Inc (Billerica, MA), was tested at 60oC in our previous work, and compared to a
conventional parallel C/L architecture cell [37-38]. Results showed that mass transport
limitation was drastically reduced in the OME cell. No sign of flooding was visible up to 3
A cm-2. This was attributed to the elimination of conventional lands that usually
overshadow electrode active area, trap water inside the cell, and block reactant access to
the CL. Unlike an interdigitated flow field, in which through plane convection promotes
water removal under land segments, the mode of through plane transport in the OME
architecture is diffusion [38]. A cross sectional schematic representing gas and liquidphase direct flow in an OME architecture cell is presented in Figure 1a.
Part of the water introduced in the humidified reactant streams crosses the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA), and contributes to electrolyte-phase hydration. The ORR at the
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cathode is another source of water. Water is also moved from the anode to the cathode side
of the membrane via electroosmotic drag induced by proton transport. This is due to water
forming a hydration shell around a proton, or hydrodynamic pumping due to ionic and
hydration shell movement [39 - 41]. Because electroosmotic drag affects water
management in a fuel cell, it has a local and general contribution to the performance and
durability. A local dryout on the anode side of the membrane can be induced by
electroosmotic drag. This affects the conductivity of the membrane and therefore increases
ohmic resistance and heat generation. Both water generation and electroosmotic drag
contribute to water accumulation in the cathode side of the MEA. Even though high water
content in the cathode ionomer improves proton transport, the slight excess will result in
reduced performance due to flooding and water film resistance over the electrochemically
active area. Also, low water content in the ionomer phase of the cathode electrode is
detrimental to charge transport and therefore performance. The multiple directions of water
transport across the membrane are represented in Figure 1b. The transport of water to the
cathode in most cases creates a concentration gradient across the membrane. When the
water concentration on the cathode side is high enough, water can move from the cathode
toward the anode compartment via back diffusion.

The separate measurement and

estimation of electroosmosis and diffusion rates are possible [42-46]. Pressure gradients
between the two gas compartments (across the membrane) also affect net water transport
direction. It has also been demonstrated that temperature gradients across the membrane
contribute to the movement of water via thermo-osmosis [47-51]. The combined effect
during typical fuel cell operating conditions dictates the overall direction of water transport
and potential for anode dry-out, and is referred to as the effective or net water drag
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(NWD). NWD is positive for a net flux toward the cathode and negative if the net flux is
toward the anode.
PEFC stack operation at elevated temperature is desirable to reduce heat exchanger size
and load. The DOE technical target for the year 2017 requires automotive stacks to operate
and reject heat at a specific rate per degree difference between the stack coolant out
temperature and ambient temperature (Q/ΔT = 1.45 kW/oC) [52]. Although previous work
has shown the OME design can operate at extremely high current at reasonable voltage, it
was demonstrated at only 60oC. The motivation of this study is therefore to extend the
operating temperature window to higher temperatures suitable for automotive operation
[53, 54], while using conventional type polymer electrolyte membrane. In this work, we
employ a single cell with open metallic element (OME) designed and built by Nuvera Fuel
Cells (Billerica, MA) and investigate the limits of operation and net water drag at ultrahigh current density as a function of temperature, to understand the mechanism that limits
performance at increased temperature and engineer the system to enable stable high
temperature operation up to 90oC. Unlike trying to improve water evacuation in
conventional C/L architecture, efforts in improving water retention are addressed for this
specific architecture, and stable operation at ultra-high current density.
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a.

b.

c.
Figure 3-1. a) cross section of cathode side showing OME and improved mass transport (not to
scale), b) through-plane water transport in a PEFC and net water drag (NWD), c) schematic
representation of PEFC with in-line dew point temperature sensors and water desiccant bottles for
live and average water measurement, respectively.
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Experimental
Apparatus
The single cell used in this paper has a porous open metallic element (OME) flow field and
an active area of 50 cm2. The aspect ratio and boundary conditions are designed to match
that of a full size stack cell. The anode and cathode reactant flows are operated in a
counter-flow arrangement. All testing was conducted in galvanostatic mode. The
membrane electrode assemblies (MEA) used were W. L. Gore, 18 µm (dry) membrane
with a catalyst loading of 0.15 mg Pt.cm-2 at the anode and 0.4 mg Pt.cm-2 at the cathode.
The diffusion media (DM) used on both electrodes are Sigracet 25BC by SGL Group
(Wiesbaden, Germany), with a 5%wt PTFE content and a micro porous layer (MPL) with
23%wt PTFE content.
An Arbin Instruments (College Station, TX) fuel cell testing station was used to control
gas flow rates, back pressure and other operating parameters. The inlet cell pressure is set
to desired values by controlling the throttle on the back pressure system. A stand-alone
calibrated membrane-type humidification system from Fuel Cell Technologies Inc.
(Albuquerque, NM) was used to humidify reactant gases as needed. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using a Zahner IM6ex, by Zahner Elektrik
(Kronach, Germany). The frequency was swept from 100 mHz to 5 kHz using a 50 mV
amplitude signal. A schematic of the water measurement apparatus and connections is
shown in Figure 1c. Two calibrated dew point temperature sensors by Vaisala Inc
(Helsinki, Finland) were used to measure the dew point temperatures of the gases exiting
the anode and cathode of the OME cell, in order to compute the real time net water drag
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coefficient. Each sensor was followed by a three way valve capable of directing the flow to
a desiccant bottle filled with Dryerite® (anhydrous CaSO4, W.A. Hammond Drierite Co.)
to condense and trap water. The cell outlet lines, sensors, and lines leading to each
desiccant bottle were overheated in order to avoid any condensation in the lines before
trapping the water. After water was trapped, the three way valves were switched to bypass
the desiccant bottle. The bottles were then disconnected and the change in mass was
recorded and attributed to the amount of trapped water. The measurement for each point
with the desiccant bottle lasted between 15 and 20 minutes to maximize signal-to-noise
ratio and reduce any error resulting from sporadic emissions of water droplets.
Operating conditions
Operating conditions for polarization curve
The baseline set of conditions used to evaluate a complete polarization curve are
summarized in Table 1. The cell baseline operating temperature is 60oC, with ultra high
purity hydrogen at the anode, and air (breathing grade D) at the cathode. Constant anode
and cathode stoichiometries of 2 were used. The anode inlet relative humidity was 53%
(Dew point temperature set at 47oC), and the cathode gas was dry (humidifier bottle
bypassed). Back pressure was applied to both anode and cathode outlets such that their
inlet pressures were both equal to 180 kPa absolute (1.8 bar absolute or 80 kPa gauge
pressure).
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Table 3-1. Baseline operating conditions

Anode
Cell operating temperature 60oC
Hydrogen
Gas
2
Gas stoichiometry
53%
Relative Humidity
47oC
Humidifier dew point
temperature
180
Inlet pressure (kPa,
absolute)

Cathode
60oC
Air
2
Dry (humidifier bypassed)
Dry (humidifier bypassed)
180

Operating conditions for high current and increased temperature tests
Experiments to study water management as a function of increased operation temperature
were all conducted at 2 A cm-2 since performance at this point is not limited by mass
transport limitations or any dry-out phenomena, and efficiency is still high enough for
practical operation. It also satisfies operation at ultra-high current density which is one of
the main features of the cell design being investigated [37]. Operation was initiated at 2 A
cm-2 under baseline conditions from Table 1, at 60oC. Four specific test conditions were
utilized as summarized in Table 2. Temperature was increased in steps after one hour of
steady state operation, during which ASR, EIS and water measurement were performed.
Every operation at a specific temperature lasted at least an hour in order to insure a steady
state was achieved if possible. Operation was eventually limited by dryout at a specific
temperature. After that, the cell was reconditioned under humid conditions, Baseline
operation performance was checked and tests were continued. The first modification to the
baseline conditions was the increase of the cathode back pressure, from 180 kPa absolute
to 240 kPa absolute, with all other conditions constant. After reconditioning the second
modification was the addition of 50% RH to the cathode stream at 240 kPa absolute, with
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all other conditions constant. The third modification was the further increase of cathode
humidity to 75% RH at the same inlet pressure of 240 kPa absolute. The specified RH at
each operating condition was kept constant with increasing cell temperature. This was
important, in that the humidifiers’ dew points were increased with cell temperature in order
to keep a constant relative humidity.
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Table 3-2. Operating conditions for increased temperature experiments

Condition 1
Condition 2

Condition 3

Condition 4

Modification to Baseline
Baseline condition (Table 1)
Increase of cathode inlet
pressure from 180 kPa to
240 kPa
Increase of cathode
humidity from dry to 53%
RH, with a cathode inlet
pressure of 240 kPa
Increase of cathode
humidity from 53% RH to
75% RH, with a cathode
inlet pressure of 240 kPa.

Purpose
A pressure differential is
created across the membrane
More water is added to the
cathode side via cathode
stream humidification
An excessively humid inlet
cathode stream condition is
investigated (75% RH)

Net water drag calculation
Net water drag calculation
The net water drag (NWD) is defined as the net amount of water molecules transferred
across the membrane, from anode to cathode, per proton transferred:

(1)

Therefore, a positive NWD implies an overall water transport from the anode to the
cathode. This means electro-osmotic drag dominates transport in the absence of pressure or
temperature gradient effects. A negative NWD means the net water movement direction is
from the cathode toward the anode, and back diffusion dominates, in the absence of
pressure or temperature gradient effects. The NWD directions are labeled in Figure 1b.
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Desiccant method
The average NWD was measured by condensing and collecting the water at the anode
outlet. For repeatability, it is highly recommended to condense and collect the water at the
cathode outlet as well. That way the NWD is measured and the water mass conservation
equation is verified. Therefore for each measurement, the cell outlet streams were
condensed and trapped in separate desiccant bottles filled with Dryerite® (anhydrous
CaSO4, W.A. Hammond Drierite Co.). The change in bottle mass due to the condensed
water was recorded. For the conservation of mass, the amount of water coming in the cell
with the gas streams and the amount of water generated during the experiment should be
equal to the amount of water collected at the anode and cathode outlets according to
(2)
Where the mass of water generated during the measurement is simply
(3)
The galvanostatic operation insures that the rate of water generation is constant and well
known. Using the desiccant method, the net water drag coefficient is computed from

(4)

In all data recorded and presented here, the experimental deviation from the steady state
conservation of mass was less than 5%, indicating a true steady state had been achieved
and storage/depletion terms were insignificant during measurement
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Real time dew point sensors method
With careful heating of dew point sensors and exit lines, water condensation is prevented
and the dew point sensors can be used to compute an instantaneous or average net water
drag coefficient. Using the dew point temperature reading at the anode outlet the saturation
pressure of the stream can be calculated, and therefore the real-time anode outlet water
flow rate can be shown as:

(5)

Similarly, the inlet water vapor flow rate at the anode is calculated, since the anode inlet
dew point is an input defined for the experiment and delivered by the calibrated
humidification system:

(6)

The net water drag coefficient from the sensor readings is therefore computed by plugging
Eq. 5 and 6 into Eq. 1. The water amount at the cathode outlet can be computed in a
similar fashion to verify that mass is conserved.
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Results and Discussion
The performance curve introduced under baseline conditions is at a cell temperature of
60oC. After steady operation at 2 A cm-2 established, the cell temperature was increased in
steps while adjusting the dew point to keep the required RH constant. Operation at each
temperature lasted for more than 45 minutes in order to ensure steady state in performance
and water transport and storage, as verified by performance and water balance
measurements. After steady state operation, water was collected with the desiccant bottles
for around 20 minutes, while the dew point sensors were recording the real time water
measurement. After water collection, EIS was performed. The same was repeated after
each temperature step until cell operation was not possible due to dry-out. The same
experiments at 2 A cm-2 were performed under each operating condition shown in Table 2.

Baseline performance curve
Figure 2 shows the baseline condition performance curve with the corresponding area
specific resistance (ASR). The cell temperature is maintained at 60oC while the hydrogen
gas is humidified to 53%, and the cathode inlet is dry. Both anode and cathode sides are
pressurized to 180 kPa absolute at the inlet, so the pressure gradient across the membrane
is considered negligible. The performance curve at low and medium current densities is
typical, with a kinetic drop at very low current densities and an ohmic region characterized
by a constant slope at medium current density (1 – 1.5 A cm-2). The performance curve
does not have an inflection point at high current densities to represent non-linear mass
transport loss as commonly observed in channel/land cells [37]. At current densities above
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2 A cm-2, the performance curves seems to slightly change slope. This is simultaneous with
the linear increase in ASR recorded after 2A cm-2. The ASR is almost constant below 2 A
cm-2. At 2 A cm-2 it is slightly lower (44 mOhm cm2) than other values and this is
attributed to sufficient membrane hydration due to water generation at 2 A cm -2, with the
dominance of back diffusion. The increase in ASR after 2 A cm-2 is due to the dominance
of electro-osmotic and thermo-osmotic [38] drag at such high current densities, which
contribute in partially drying out the membrane. At 3 A cm-2 ASR is increased to around
50 mOhm cm-2. A current density of 2 A cm-2 was chosen for temperature step testing
since the performance at this point is not limited by mass transport limitations or any dryout phenomena, and efficiency is still high enough for practical operation.

Figure 3-2. Performance curve and ASR for baseline conditions at a cell temperature of 60oC.
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Exploring high temperature operation – dry cathode inlet and cathode pressure effect
Two testing conditions have a dry cathode inlet: The baseline condition with a cathode
inlet pressure of 180 kPa, and Condition 2 which varies from the baseline conditions by the
increase of cathode inlet pressure to 240 kPa, therefore creating a pressure differential
across the membrane.
Temperature was increased in steps at 2 A cm-2, as shown in Figure 3. Under baseline
Condition 1, the highest achieved stable operating temperature at 2 A cm-2 was 65 oC. The
voltage increases from around 570 mV to a little above 590 mV, as the temperature goes
from 60 to 65 oC. Looking at the NWD in Figure 4, we observe that at 60 oC the NWD has
a negative value. As the temperature is increased, the NWD becomes less negative and a
change in sign of NWD occurs at an intermediate temperature between 62.5 and 65 oC.
This means that as the experiment started at 60oC, the overall net direction of water was
back to the anode and dominated by back diffusion. As the temperature increased, the
direction of net water transport changed toward the cathode. Also, at the temperature of 65
o

C it is clear that the net water direction is from the anode toward the cathode. No data are

shown at a temperature higher than 65oC because the cell could not operate in steady state
at 67.5 oC. As previously discussed, Condition 2 is the same as the baseline condition
except for an increase of cathode pressure from 180 kPa to 240 kPa to create a pressure
differential across the membrane, favoring transport to the anode. The voltage under
Condition 2 is also plotted as a function of temperature on Figure 3. The voltage under
Condition 2 is higher than the voltage of the baseline condition, as expected due to the
increase of pressure at the cathode. Although the baseline condition did not operate above
65oC, Condition 2 operates stably at the temperature of 72.5 oC. Voltage increased as
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temperature increased and peaked at 70 oC. Then it dropped at 72.5 oC, yet remained
stable, whereas there was no stable operation at 75 oC. As seen from Figure 4, the NWD
for Condition 2 is almost a perfect negative offset of the NWD from the baseline condition,
which is expected due to the linear relationship between pressure differential and
convective flux [55]. The more negative NWD reveals that the creation of the pressure
differential across the membrane forced more water back from the cathode toward the
anode, keeping the membrane hydrated to a higher temperature. An effective permeability
of use for models can be computed using Eq. (7) in order to describe the negative offset
due to the pressure differential:

(7)

Q, A, and µ represent the flow rate, cross-setional area of flow, and viscosity of water
respectively. ΔP/L is the pressure gradient across the membrane having thickness L. K is
the effective Darcy permeability. The flow rate Q, can directly be calculated from Eq. (8),
and then converted from mol s-1 to m3 s-1 for consistency:

(8)

The computed effective permeability values at each temperature are shown in Table 3, and
clearly indicate a linear offset due to the pressure gradient. The effective in-situ
permeability averages at 3.64 x 10-20 m2, which is consistent to the range of values found in
literature (between 10-20 and 10-18 m2) [56, 57].
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Figure 3-3. Cell voltage as a function of temperature with baseline condition 1, and condition 2,
at 2 A cm-2.
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Figure 3-4. NWD coefficient evolution as a function of temperature with baseline Condition 1, and
Condition 2, at 2 A cm-2.

Table 3-3. Calculated effective water permeability for a pressure differential of 60 kPa

Temperature (oC)
60
62.5
65

Effective hydraulic permeability k (m2)
3.46 x 10-20
3.42 x 10-20
4.04 x 10-20
Average: 3.64 x10-20 ± 9 %

As temperature increased, the NWD also increased and became less negative, where it
eventually changed sign and became slightly positive at the cell temperature of 70o C. At
this point, the operation was stable and performance was at peak value. Further increase in
temperature elevated the NWD to a more positive value, resulting in anode-dryout and
unstable performance.
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Figure 5 represents the transient voltage, ASR and NWD evolution when the temperature
reached 67.5 oC under the baseline Condition 1. The voltage gradually decreases over a
period of less than 7 minutes until there is no stable operation and the cell shuts down.
Simultaneously, the ASR gradually increased. The initial ASR is 48 mOhm cm 2 and the
final ASR is 104 mOhm cm2 right before cell shutdown. The voltage drop with
simultaneous ASR increase is a clear indication of membrane dry out. Also on Figure 5,
the evolution of real time NWD reveals an increasingly positive NWD with time evolution
concurrent to the voltage drop and ASR increase. This indicates that with time, at 67.5 oC
and baseline Condition 1, less water is exiting from the anode outlet side of the cell, since
the anode inlet is a constant value. An increasing anodic dry out is the reason for gradual
voltage drop. The same is true for Condition 2 at 75 oC. Impedance spectra for baseline
Condition 1 and Condition 2 are plotted in Nyquist format in Figure 6. The common
electric circuit analogy used to deconvolute charge transfer resistances, ASR and mass
transport is shown in Figure 6c [58, 59]. ASR and charge transfer resistance deconvoluted
from the impedance spectra are shown in Figure 7 for the different temperatures at 2 A cm2

. For baseline Condition 1, as temperature increases, there is no change in ASR until 65

o

C. The charge transfer resistance gradually decreases as temperature increases. This is

also clearly observed in the reduction of charge transfer arc diameter in Figure 6a. Even
though ASR increased as temperature increased from 62.5 to 65 oC, this did not
significantly reduce the cell voltage. The cell voltage is more likely to have increased due
to the reduction of charge transfer resistance or improved transport, which is already an
indication that even though stable operation was limited by membrane conductivity, the
performance was dominated by another mechanism. The emphasis on the charge transfer
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resistance in the interpretation of the results comes from the fact that the slight change in
water content in the catalyst layer is usually recorded in the high frequency arc as well.
This is due to water coverage of catalytic sites or dehydration of ionomers in the case
where water content is low in the cathode catalyst layer. The sensitivity of the cell
operation to the water content in the catalyst layer is a result of the OME design not limited
by mass transport in the flow field or DM. This is due to low water saturation of 0.2 in the
DM, as previously explored [37, 38] attributed to improved water removal by the OME
design, through elimination of conventional lands. This makes the low frequency arc (mass
transport) less sensitive to changes in water content since water sites that block oxygen
transport are minimal in the GDL and the flow field.

Figure 3-5. evolution of voltage, NWD and ASR during transient dry-out that leads to shut down
of operation at 67.5 oC with baseline condition, at 2 A cm-2.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 3-6. a) Nyquist plot for Baseline condition 1, b) Nyquist plot for Condition 2, c)

electric circuit model used for EIS data fit.
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Figure 3-7. Charge transfer resistance and ASR data from EIS, for Baseline Condition 1, and
condition 2, at 2 A cm-2.

The impedance spectra of Condition 2 are plotted in Figure 6b, and the deconvoluted
charge transfer resistance and ASR are plotted on Figure 7 along those of baseline
condition previously discussed. The ASR trend as a function of temperature is very similar
to the one observed for the baseline Condition 1. As the cell temperature increased from 60
to 65 oC, there was no change in ASR. Then as temperature increased from 65 to 72.5 oC,
ASR gradually increased. Both Conditions 1 and 2 show a flat ASR followed by a gradual
increase. Charge transfer resistance for Condition 2 decreases with increasing cell
temperature and almost reaches a plateau. The decrease is small from 60 to 65 oC relative
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to the decrease in charge transfer resistance from 65 to 70 oC. This is also shown in the
slight change in charge transfer arc diameter in Figure 6b from 60 to 65 oC, followed by a
more significant drop in arc dimension between 65 and 70 oC. The increase in ASR is also
seen on the Nyquist plot by a shift in the real axis intercept to higher values. We also note
that the peak performance at 70 oC corresponds to a slightly positive NWD. The same
observation made for the baseline condition can be made for Condition 2 in regard of
performance and ASR. There is an increase in performance from 65 to 70 oC even though
ASR indicates that the membrane became dryer with increased temperature. Therefore, it is
not the membrane hydration that dominates performance over this temperature range, but
the state of the catalyst as observed by the behavior of the charge transfer resistance. The
mechanism and physics that describe this change in charge transfer resistance are
investigated and interpreted in the next section.
Exploring high temperature operation – effect of cathode humidity
Condition 3 varies from Condition 2 only in the increased humidification of the cathode
inlet stream to 53% RH. The pressure gradient across the membrane is the same as
Condition 2. The voltage evolution with temperature for Condition 3 is plotted in Figure 8.
Voltage increases from 60 oC to 75 oC and peaks at 75 oC. Voltage decreases after 75oC
but stable operation is possible up to a temperature of 80oC due to a combined effect of
cathode flow humidification and favorable pressure gradient toward the anode. The voltage
of Condition 3 is lower when compared to Condition 2, partially due to reduced oxygen
mole fraction, and the effect of added humidity on the catalyst layer. Nevertheless
operation for Condition 3 is possible at a higher temperature. Even though there is a
reduction in gas phase oxygen mole fraction from Condition 2 to Condition 3 due to the
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added humidity, Eq. 9 can be used to evaluate the impact of reduced oxygen mole fraction
on overpotential [60].
(9)

Using Eq. 9, the voltage drop calculated, due to the reduced mole fraction of oxygen with
the introduction of humidity at the cathode in Condition 3 is expected to be around 2 mV.
However, the measured voltage drop varies between 8 mV and 16 mV as shown in Figure
8. We attribute the additional loss to increased catalyst layer coverage from water with the
introduction of humidity.

Figure 3-8. Cell voltage as a function of temperature under all measured conditions, at 2 A cm-2.
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The NWD coefficient is shown in Figure 9 and the Nyquist plots from EIS are shown in
Figure 10. The NWD in Figure 9 confirms that the reason for increased maximum
temperature operation is a more negative NWD. This is also shown in the the ASR trend in
Figure 11. ASR as a function of temperature in Condition 3 exhibits the same trend as the
previous conditions, but the ASR remains constant over a broader temperature range
before increasing due to loss of water in the membrane. The charge transfer resistances are
shown in Figure 11. Charge transfer resistances with the humidified cathode are higher
than charge transfer resistances of Condition 2 with a dry cathode. There is also an increase
in mass transport resistance in Condition 3 compared to Condition 2, as shown in Figure
12.

Figure 3-9. NWD coefficient as a function of temperature under all measured conditions.
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a.

b.
Figure 3-10. a) Nyquist plot for Condition 3, b) Nyquist plot for Condition 4.
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Figure 3-11. Charge transfer resistance and ASR data from EIS, for all measured conditions, at 2 A
cm-2.
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Figure 3-12. Calculated mass transport resistances for all measured conditions deduced from EIS
data, at 2 A cm-2.

For Condition 3, we also notice that the peak voltage corresponds to a slightly positive net
water drag coefficient and to an ASR value that is higher than the minimum. This again
shows that at the maximum stable operating temperature limit is determined by membrane
hydration but the performance here is limited at the catalyst level.
Condition 4 varies from Condition 3 by the increase of the cathode inlet RH from 53% to
75%. The voltage evolution with respect to increasing temperature is very similar to what
was observed in Condition 3. The peak voltage also occurs at the cell temperature of 75 oC,
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with an overall voltage trend at 2 A/cm2 that is slightly higher than that of Condition 3.
The voltage in Condition 4 remains lower than that of Condition 2 with a dry cathode. The
explanation is the same as the one given in the previous section. A 75% RH cathode inlet
increased water in the catalyst layer compared to the dry cathode in Condition 2. In fact,
the higher the water content at the cathode inlet, the higher the charge transfer resistance,
as shown in Figure 11. The increased mass transport resistance in Figure 12 is a clear
indication that the increase in charge transfer observed is due to an increase in the water on
the catalyst layer. Interestingly, the voltage in Condition 4 is higher than the one observed
with Condition 3, even though we see that more water obstructed catalyst activity. The
reduced oxygen mole fraction with increased humidity in Condition 4 can only contribute
to reduced voltage. Therefore, the increased performance could be partially attributed to
better membrane humidification from increase water availability. The ASR values are
lowest with a 75% RH, as seen in Figure 11. This could explain the improved performance
compared to a 53% RH cathode inlet humidity. The peak voltage also occurs at a slightly
positive NWD as seen in Figure 9, with a slightly elevated ASR value compared to the
minimum.
Proposed water mechanism continuum between NWD and performance during dryout
One can speculate that the maximum performance at a slightly elevated ASR observed is a
result of the competition between localized flooding and ionomer dehydration in the
catalyst layer (CL). For Conditions 2, 3, and 4, an increase in voltage is visible with
increasing temperature, until a peak is reached. This occurred simultaneously with the
observed monotonic decrease in charge transfer resistance with increasing temperature,
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until a drop in charge transfer resistance to a plateau was observed at the temperature for
which the highest voltage was recorded at a specific condition. The ASR trend was also
consistent, with a flat ASR as a function of temperature followed by a monotonic increase
in ASR at the temperature with the highest voltage and lowest charge transfer resistance
for a specific conditions set. This increase in ASR also corresponds to the change in NWD
direction from anode to cathode. The impact of water addition at the cathode on the charge
transfer resistance and mass transport behavior indicates that the phenomenon observed is
likely water accumulation in the catalyst layer. The addition of more water (75% RH)
increased the charge and mass transport resistances but pushed more water back to the
anode and therefore increased membrane hydration at higher temperatures. Figure 13a is a
simplified, not to scale schematic the cathode catalyst layer in agglomerate form next to
the membrane. At low temperatures, the high charge transfer resistance due to an excess of
liquid water content in the catalyst layer is sketched in Figure 13b. Excess liquid water in
the catalyst layer is the cause of the observed reduced electrochemically active area and
increased oxygen diffusion effective resistance. This also provides a negative NWD
through enhanced back diffusion, as also shown in Figure 13 by the arrows. The
concentration of liquid water in the cathode catalyst layer is high enough to promote back
diffusion and therefore keep a low ASR value. As the temperature increases, the fraction of
liquid water in the cathode catalyst layer is reduced as represented in Figure 13c. More
catalyst active area is cleared therefore the charge transfer resistance is reduced, mass
transport is improved for oxygen, and performance has increased. This same reduction in
liquid water content results in a lower back diffusion and therefore a less negative NWD,
represented by the smaller arrow. NWD is still negative at this point and provides
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enhanced membrane hydration, as shown by the flat ASR with the initial increase in
temperature under a specific operating condition. As temperature is increased, the liquid
water fraction in the cathode catalyst layer is further reduced to the point where most
catalytic active areas are cleared, and the hydration is optimal. There is a correct amount of
liquid water to keep the ionomer of the cathode catalyst layer hydrated and highly
conductive to ions, with minimal excess water is present to block the active sites and
hinder oxygen permeation. This optimal cathode catalyst hydration is observed with the
abrupt drop in charge transfer resistance at a specific temperature and a peak in the
performance. The NWD at this condition is slightly positive, and beyond this critical value,
anode dry-out is initiated.
As inlet humidity is increased at the cathode, the drop in charge transfer resistance (the
transition from Figure 13c to Figure 13d) occurs at a more elevated temperature. This is
another indication that the kinetic activity at the cathode catalyst layer that is being
interpreted through charge transfer deconvolution from EIS data. At this critical cathode
catalyst hydration, the liquid water concentration is not high enough to promote back
diffusion of liquid water from the cathode to the membrane. Therefore the net water
movement becomes from the anode to the cathode as observed by the measured positive
NWD and indicated by the direction of the arrows in Figure 13d. This triggers the increase
in ASR due to anodic dry-out that is now dominated by electro-osmotic drag due to
reduced back diffusion. As temperature is further increased, electro-osmotic drag leads to
anodic dehydration to a point where operation is not possible, due to the very high electric
resistance induced in the membrane. These results indirectly show a linkage between
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cathode CL liquid water content and maximum operating temperature, through the
mechanism of enhanced back diffusion with liquid availability.

Figure 3-13. Cathode catalyst layer hydration state as interpreted from temperature step
experiments a) membrane and cathode catalyst layer schematic, b) agglomerate with excess water
and back diffusion, c) agglomerate with partially evaporated water film, d) enough water for
ionomer hydration only, and limited back diffusion
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Conclusion
A comprehensive examination of net water movement, ASR and EIS data were used to
understand the origins of performance and operation limitations and enable high
temperature operation suitable for automotive application at high current density (2 A cm2

) of a PEFC using a porous open metallic element (OME) flow field. Operation at ultra-

high current density (3 A cm-2) is possible. For the OME architecture, the limiting factor
for high power operation at elevated temperatures suitable for automotive operation is
anodic dry-out triggered by electro-osmotic drag as a result of improved water evacuation
from the cathode. Results indicated a coupling between the availability of liquid in the
catalyst layer and maintaining stable high temperature operation. As temperature was
increased at any specific operating condition, voltage increased since more catalyst areas
were cleared, as long as the net water drag (NWD) was toward the anode. After the
maximum voltage peak, a further increase in temperature resulted in a net water movement
toward the cathode, gradually drying out the anode side of the membrane. This anodic dry
out resulted in an increased ASR and reduction of voltage. When ASR reached a high
value due to excess dry-out, steady operation at high temperature was not possible and a
transient voltage drop was recorded until cell shutdown. The increase in cathode pressure
and cathode inlet relative humidity increased maximum temperature for which stable
operation is possible (from 60oC to 90oC) for the conditions tested. At a 0.6 Bar differential
pressure across the membrane, an effective hydraulic permeability of 3.64 x 10-20 m2 was
measured. This is due to a more negative net water drag caused by improved back
diffusion. The trade-off between liquid water overshadowing cathode catalyst sites and its
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contribution in promoting back diffusion is identified as key in the design for anodic dryout limited operation.
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Chapter 4 Oxygen Transport Resistance in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell
Catalyst Layer
This text is originally submitted to the Journal of the Electrochemical Society referenced
as:
Srouji, A. K., Zheng, L. J., Dross R., Mench, M. M.,"Oxygen Transport Resistance in
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell Catalyst Layer," Journal of the Electrochemical Society
2013, (submitted).

Preface to Chapter 4
The work in this chapter builds on the results of chapters 2 and 3, in order to use the open
metallic element fuel cell as a tool to study oxygen transport resistance in the catalyst layer
without the channel/land effects eminent to the conventional flow field architecture.
Limiting currents are measured under oxygen transport limited conditions to evaluate the
fundamental nature of oxygen transport resistance, recently observed with reduced
platinum loading. By using two different architectures and different Pt loadings, the
indirect effect of water management on oxygen transport resistance is addressed.
The work presented in this chapter is part of a collaborative project between the
Pennsylvania State University and Nuvera Fuel Cells Inc., and funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Abstract

In this work, limiting current measurements were used to evaluate oxygen transport
resistance in the catalyst layer of a PEFC. The pressure independent oxygen transport
resistance in the electrode was evaluated with two different cell architectures, and two
different cathode Pt loadings (0.4 and 0.07 mgPt.cm-2). The compounded effect of the flow
field and Pt loading is used to identify the nature of the observed resistance. By varying
gas pressure and using different low oxygen concentrations, the total oxygen transport
resistance is divided into intermolecular gas diffusion (pressure dependant) and a pressure
independent component, Knudsen diffusion or dissolution film resistance. The pressure
independent oxygen transport resistance in the catalyst layer was measured to vary
between 13.3 and 34.4 s/m. It is shown that the pressure independent oxygen transport
resistance increases with reduced Pt loading, but that effect is exacerbated by using
conventional channel/lands. The results indicate that the open metallic element architecture
improves the oxygen transport resistance in ultra-low Pt loading electrodes due to
enhanced water management.
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Introduction

Major automotive manufacturers have expressed intentions to introduce fuel cell cars to the
consumer market by 2016, marking the onset of the early adoption phase in the long term
plan of fuel cell vehicles deployment, reaching mass commercialization by 2025 [1-4].
Exceeding the Department of Energy (DOE) target in terms of stack power density of 0.9
W/cm2 is possible [5-6], but continued improvement in performance and price reduction
are necessary. One strategy for achieving price reduction is the decrease of total platinum
(Pt) loading from 0.4 – 0.25 mgPt.cm-2 to ultra-low loading of 0.1 mgPt.cm-2 without
sacrificing power density. High performance low Pt loading electrodes are therefore an
area of intense research [7]. Oxygen transport in polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC)
components becomes critical with high current density operation, specifically because high
current density operation was shown to be limited by mass transport.
The concurrent need to reduce precious metal loading while increasing power density has
highlighted the issue of oxygen transport in low Pt loaded electrodes. Recently, a number
of automotive companies and membrane electrode assembly (MEA) developers have
published results in which a resistance of unknown origin, was shown to directly or
indirectly scale with Pt loading. A lack of understanding of the mechanism responsible for
such resistance is noted, and several possible theories have been presented [10-18]. This
lack of fundamental understanding of the origins of this resistance adds complexity to
computational models which are designed to capture performance behavior with ultra-low
loading electrodes.
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In order to reach a reaction site on the cathode side, oxygen must be transported via
diffusion or convection from the flow field through the diffusion medium (DM), adjacent
to a micro porous layer (MPL) and the catalyst layer (CL). The CL has been described by
an agglomerate model composed of a homogenous mixture of ionomer, micropores, and Pt
supported on carbon particles [19-21]. The diffusion regime is strongly dependant on pore
size distribution. The diffusion media generally consist of larger pores having a diameter
of 10 to 100 um [8, 9], where oxygen transport is dominated by intermolecular diffusion,
which is pressure dependant. In the smaller pores of the CL, Knudsen diffusion becomes
important. A third type of transport occurs at the CL, when oxygen diffuses through
electrolyte and thin liquid water film. Knudsen diffusion and oxygen diffusion in the thin
film is independent of pressure via Henry’s law [7, 11, 13].
Work at Nissan’s research and development center has analyzed reactant gas transport in
low platinum loaded electrodes and the performance loss associated with them [10-12]. A
pressure independent transport resistance was estimated by subtracting the molecular
diffusion resistance from the total gas transport resistance, and was termed the other
transport resistance (Rother). Rother was shown to increase with a larger ionomer to carbon
(I/C) ratio. This was interpreted as a result of the difference in porosity with the variation
of I/C ratio affecting the Knudsen diffusion coefficient. However, the Knudsen diffusion
coefficient was steady regardless of Pt-loadings, while the Rother increased with a decrease
in Pt-loadings. With a simple transport model, it was suggested that the increase of Rother
was a result of the decrease in effective Pt surface area (also known as the roughness
factor) in the lower loading catalyst layers. After taking into account the observed Rother in
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a performance model, experimental performance curves obtained with low loading
electrodes were still difficult to fit.

Other research published by Toyota investigated the oxygen dissolution rate from the gas
phase to the Nafion

®

surface, by varying the Nafion

®

thickness [15]. They conclude that

the oxygen dissolution process to the ionomer phase, rather than the large agglomerate,
increases oxygen transport resistance at the catalyst. Another important outcome was that
their model was able to predict the experimental results by assuming a reasonable size
agglomerate, instead of over predicting the agglomerate diameter as done in some other
work [15]. In subsequent work it was found that the ionomer-film resistance is dominant,
especially at lower temperatures and lower Pt loadings (even when lower loading
electrodes were thinner than their high loading counterpart) [16]. The increase of the
oxygen permeation resistance through the ionomer film with lower loading electrodes is
thought to be a result of the decrease of the ionomer surface area for effective oxygen
permeation.
A comprehensive investigation by General Motors examined oxygen transport resistance
in PEFC by separating the total transport resistance into the contribution from individual
components parts [13]. This was achieved by varying DM and micro porous layer (MPL)
thickness. The transport resistance was also separated into pressure-dependant and
pressure-independent components. The study concludes that the MPL contributes to less
than 10% of total oxygen transport resistance, and that most of it comes from pressure
dependant diffusion. The greater part of the pressure-independent transport resistance,
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which accounts for 15% of the total oxygen transport resistance, originated from the
electrode. Even though defining the physical nature of the other transport resistance was
outside the scope of this study, the results do highlight the significance of catalyst layer
transport. Another study by General Motors builds on the same method of separating the
transport resistance into multiple components, and specifically examines the impact of Pt
loading on the oxygen transport resistance [14]. Five different Pt loading cathodes were
used, from 0.4 mgPt cm-2 down to 0.03 mgPt cm-2, which corresponded to a geometric
roughness factor of 235 cm2Pt.cm-2 down to 25 cm2Pt.cm-2, respectively. The electrode
transport resistance was measured to be inversely proportional to Pt loading, or
equivalently, Pt surface area (roughness factor). The Pt loading dependant transport
resistance was claimed to be of unknown origin, but behaved similarly to a thin resistive
film covering the Pt surface. However, given the ionomer conductivity, the estimated
thickness of the resistive film and equivalent agglomerate particles dimensions do not
correspond to measurements observed by scan electron microscopy (SEM). The authors
also note the importance of literature suggesting that thin ionomer films ( <10 nm) have
different properties than those of bulk membranes, and that their proton resistance
increases dramatically when their thickness is reduced [22]. Kudo et al., hypothesize that
interfacial oxygen resistance can dominate bulk diffusion resistance through the ionomer
when the ionomer is thin [15].
A model developed by Debe from 3M based on elementary kinetic gas theory and known
molecule/surface interaction mechanisms that take place in the Knudsen regime explains
the loss of high current density with reduced cathode loading [18]. The model explains that
low electrode surface area densities with low Pt loading reduce the rate of physisorption
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events, which are related to the gas phase molecular velocities in the Knudsen regime.
Debe also clarifies that 3M’s Nano-Structured Thin Film (NSTF) electrodes are better
suited to entrap adsorbing oxygen molecules due to their alignment, geometrical aspect
ratio, and spacing.

Beuscher from W. L. Gore and Associates investigated mass transport resistance by using
multiple DM configurations, varying temperature, and diluting oxygen in heliox [17]. The
work concluded that Knudsen and film diffusion through ionomer and water account for
more than half of the total oxygen transport resistance. Mass transport mechanisms inside
the catalyst layer are therefore considerable. Literature values of pressure independent
transport resistance in the electrode are summarized in Table 1.
In this work, oxygen transport resistance was studied by the limiting current method, in
two different cell architectures using two different cathode Pt loadings to elucidate the
effect of the flow field on oxygen transport resistance in the catalyst layer. The effect of
the Pt loading on the oxygen transport resistance is also examined. By using different flow
fields (a conventional channel / land cell, and an open metallic element cell, designed by
Nuvera Fuel Cells Inc.) and different Pt loadings, the compounded effect of Pt loading and
flow field was analyzed, to provide a better understanding of the physical origins of the
pressure independent oxygen transport resistance in the catalyst layer, and examine if a
flow field has any indirect contribution to such resistance. The open metallic element cell
is selected as a tool to reduce the effects eminent to the conventional C/L flow field [2325].The procedure for limiting current measurement is based on the work of Baker et al
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[13], and the data analysis and deconvolution is based on the method of Mashio et al [10],
the details of which as applied in this work are summarized in the following sections.
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Table 4-1. Summary of methodology and Rother measurements from literature.

Limiting
Publication

Temp.

RH

Rother

(oC)

(%)

(s/m)

80

90

7 - 38

80

90

10 - 48

current

Comments

method used
O2 dilution in
Mashio et al.

N2

[10]

O2 dilution in

Varies I/C ratio

He
Sakai et al. [11]
O2 dilution in
and Ono et al.
N2
[12]
Uses a porous
O2 dilution in
metal flow field, to
Nonoyama et al.

N2

[16]

O2 dilution in

50 - 80

60

38 - 78

reduce
land/channel

He
effects.
Greszler et al.

O2 dilution in
80

[14]

62

10 - 170

N2
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Relationship of oxygen transport resistance to limiting current

The total oxygen transport resistance RT in the cell is defined as the change in oxygen
concentration from the channels to the reaction site in the cathode catalyst layer ΔCO2,
divided by the average normal molar flux of oxygen at the catalyst layer NO2 [9, 12]. Since
the molar flux of oxygen is related to the current density i by the Faraday constant, RT may
be expressed as

(1)

Oxygen concentration at the electrode approaches zero when the cell operates at a cathode
mass limiting current. Consequently, the concentration difference can be expressed as the
channel concentration only, Cinlet, which is directly related to the oxygen mole fraction by

(2)

With T being the absolute cell temperature, p the total gas pressure, pw the water vapor
partial pressure, and R the universal gas constant. Using Eq. 1 and 2, and operating at
limiting current ilim, the total oxygen transport resistance is written as

(3)

Where ilim is measured from the test stand as described in the following section.
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Experimental Method

Cell hardware- Two single cells are used in this study to evaluate the flow field
architecture impact on oxygen transport resistance. The first cell has a conventional
parallel channel / land (C/L) flow field, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The second cell has an open
metallic element (OME) flow field, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and described in previous work
[5,6,21,22]. The cell temperature was controlled with coolant flow at very high flow rates
to insure temperature stability and uniformity.

a)

b)

Figure 4-1. Cross section view of cathode in a) Channel / Land, b) Open metallic element fuel cell
(not to scale). Reproduced from [5].

Materials – Each cell was tested with two different cathode catalyst loadings. A typical
loading of 0.4 mgPt.cm-2, and a high performance ultra-low loading of 0.07 mgPt.cm-2. It
is important to note that the electrochemical surface area of both types of electrodes are
very similar, even though the Pt loadings were different. The gas diffusion layer used for
each cell is a Sigracet SGL 25 BC. The assembled cells’ other specifications are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 4-2. Cell build specifications

Cell architecture
Parallel channel/land
Parallel channel/land
Open Metallic Element
Open Metallic Element

Cathode catalyst loading
(mgPt.cm-2)
0.4
0.07
0.4
0.07

Diffusion Media
SGL 25BC
SGL 25BC
SGL 25BC
SGL 25BC

Operating protocol and conditions for limiting current measurement- The method used is
mostly similar to the protocol of Baker et al [19]. Limiting current is recorded by reducing
the cell potential from 0.3 to 0.03 V in 0.03 V steps, with a three minute hold time at each
step. The measurements were conducted at a cell temperature of 80oC and gas streams at
62% relative humidity (RH). Limiting current measurement for each cell and each
electrode loading were conducted at three different nitrox mixtures with 0.5, 1 and 2%
oxygen dry mole fraction. Each test was repeated at four different cathode stream pressures
of 107, 150, 200 and 300 kPa. 62% RH was chosen to keep liquid water condensation
minimal in the DM, but provide enough hydration in order not to be limited by membrane
resistance. The operating conditions for limiting current measurements are summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 4-3. Operating parameters for limiting current measurement

Cell temperature
(oC)

Relative humidity
(%)

80

62

O2 dry mole fraction
in N2
0.005
0.010
0.020

Operating pressure
(kPa)
107 150 200 300
107 150 200 300
107 150 200 300

Results

Limiting current measurements and total oxygen transport resistance - Limiting current
measurement by step-wise reduction of voltage from 0.3 to 0.03 V are shown in Figure 2,
for four different cell specifications at 150 kPa operating pressure, under the three different
dry oxygen mole fractions. The same data was also recorded for the other operating
pressures of 107, 200, and 300 kPa. As observed in Figure 2, the curves are mostly vertical
over 100 mV with no variation of current density as voltage is reduced. This is a clear
indication that the cells are operating at an oxygen transport limiting current density. At
voltages below 100 mV, hydrogen evolution occurs and current density deviation from the
vertical line is visible. Limiting current densities are marked by a circle on Figure 2, and
correspond to the current density at a voltage of 120 mV.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)
Figure 4-2. Limiting current measurements at a cell operating pressure of 150 kPa, for

different flow field architectures and different loadings. a) Parallel with 0.4 mgPtcm-2, b)
Parallel with 0.07 mgPtcm-2, c) OME with 0.4 mgPtcm-2, d) OME with 0.07 mgPtcm-2.
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Eq. 3, which relates the total oxygen transport resistance to the limiting current density,
can be rewritten as

(4)

Which is a straight line passing by the origin with slope b

(5)

The limiting current density can therefore be plotted as a function of oxygen partial
pressure, at each cell operating pressure, as shown in Fig. 3. At each operating pressure,
the data indeed lies on a straight line passing through the origin conforming to Eq. 4; an
indication that water is not condensing and changing transport properties [9, 12].
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 4-3. Limiting current density as a function of reactant gas partial pressure for

different cells. a) Parallel with 0.4 mgPt.cm-2, b) Parallel with 0.07 mgPt.cm-2, c) OME
with 0.4 mgPt.cm-2, d) OME with 0.07 mgPt.cm-2.
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From each plot in Fig. 3, and using Eq.5, four values for total oxygen transport resistance
RT are computed from the slopes corresponding to four different cell operating pressures
respectively. For each cell assembly, transport resistance RT is plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of cell operating pressure, and is linearly proportional to the total operating
pressure. The slope, is the derivative of the transport resistance with respect to operating
pressure, and corresponds to the molecular diffusivity of oxygen, mostly in the DM [9, 12,
23]. Using the analysis developed by Mashio et al [9], the other transport resistance Rother,
including Knudsen diffusion and transport resistance into the ionomer and thin water films,
can be calculated from the slope and the intercept. The methodology for data analysis is
summarized in the following section.

Figure 4-4. Oxygen transport resistance as a function of total pressure for different cell

architectures and loadings.
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Extraction method of Rother from the total oxygen transport resistance RT – The extraction
relies on the Stefan-Maxwell equation for molecular gas diffusion [10, 24], and assumes
convection effects to be negligible in the DM and CL at the low-oxygen concentration
employed [6, 25, 27]. The relationship between oxygen flux and oxygen concentration
gradient is written as

(6)
In the molecular diffusion region a linear oxygen profile is assumed, and the molar flux of
oxygen is expressed as

(7)

where the indices 2 and 1 correspond to the gas channel and the transition boundary
between molecular diffusion region and Knudsen diffusion region, respectively. Index 0 is
used next for the surface of the Pt. Rdif is the molecular diffusion resistance, defined as the
inverse of diffusivity. Zdif is the average oxygen diffusion distance, and is different from
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cell to cell architecture due to variation in channel / land dimensions. Zdif is expected to be
smaller for the OME cell due to elimination of conventional lands under which oxygen
would normally diffuse, as was shown in Fig.1. The calculations in the following portion
are in agreement with this. Since very low oxygen concentration is used, the term in
brackets in Eq. 7 can be ignored.
In the other transport processes responsible for Rother, oxygen paths include Knudsen
diffusion and dissolution through ionomer and liquid film phases. According to Fick’s law:

(8)

Using Eq. 7 and 8, with oxygen concentration at the catalyst CO2,0 equal zero during
limiting current operation, and assuming a series alignment of transport resistances

(9)

Where RT is total oxygen diffusion resistance as expressed in Eq. 3.
The molecular diffusion resistance is expressed as a function of the total operating pressure
as
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(10)

Eq. 10 is expressed as
(11)

Therefore the total transport resistance can be expressed in terms of pressure dependant
and pressure independent terms as
(12)

Mashio et al [9] highlight that Rother should be described as function of pressure since the
Knudsen number (ratio of pore diameter and mean free path of gas) is a function of
pressure, more specifically inversely proportional to pressure. It is arguable that if
Knudsen diffusion resistance depends on pressure more than the molecular diffusion
resistance depends on pressure, then the total transport resistance RT would be inversely
proportional to pressure. However, as indicated from the data, RT was proportional to
pressure, which leads to the assumption of Rother being independent of pressure in the
analysis.
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Using Eq. 12 and the four linear curves from Fig. 4, Rdif,P of each cell assembly is
determined from each corresponding slope. Employing the effective molecular diffusion
distance Zdifeff, Rdif,P and Rdif,0 are expressed from Eq. 10 and 11 as

(13)

(14)

Zdifeff is calculate from Eq.13 after Rdif,P is computed form the slopes of Fig. 4. With a
computed value of Zdifeff , Rdif,0 can then be calculated from Eq. 14. Using the intercepts of
the curves in Fig.4 and the corresponding values of Rdif,0, Rother can be calculated for each
one of the four cell assemblies. The results for each cell assembly are summarized in Table
4.

Table 4-4. Summary of computed transport resistances and effective diffusion lengths

Parallel
0.07 mgPt.cm-2 0.4 mgPt.cm-2
Rdif,p (slope)
s/(m.kpa)
Intercept (s/m)
Zeff_diff (m)
Rother (s/m)

OME
0.07 mgPt.cm
0.4 mgPt.cm-2
-2

1.043

1.023

0.884

0.894

23.655

8.245

5.484

4.157

0.00252

0.00247

0.00214

0.00216

34.316

18.703

14.512

13.290
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Discussion and interpretation

By comparing different cell architectures and different Pt loadings, the effect of
eliminating the conventional channel/land paradigm on oxygen transport resistance can be
evaluated, in addition to the combined effect of flow field architecture and reduced Pt. As
shown in Table 4 and Fig 5., the pressure dependant oxygen transport resistance Rdiff,p, was
strictly a function of the specific flow field architecture. Rdiff,p was 15% lower for the cells
using the open metallic element, compared to parallel channel/land. This is due to the
reduced effective molecular diffusion distance Zdifeff by 15% as reported in Table 4, which
is a direct result of the reduction or quasi-elimination of through plane diffusion under
lands as shown in Fig1. Rdiff,p was almost identical for each specific flow field regardless of
the Pt loading. This is expected since intermolecular gas diffusion dominates in larger
pores such as the DM, and would be insensitive to Pt loading. Reduced Zdifeff and Rdiff,p for
the OME architecture and the fact that the measurements yielded “identical” values
specific to flow field selection is a good indication of the soundness of the original
measured data and methodology.

Values for Rother were higher for the cells using the parallel channel/land flow field
compared to their OME counterparts with same Pt loading, as shown in Fig. 6. Rother for the
OME cell slightly increased with the reduction of Pt loading, while the parallel
channel/land cell suffered from a significant increase in Rother at the reduced Pt loading of
0.07 mgPt.cm-2. The values computed for Rother in Table 4 are in good agreement with the
ranges computed by other research groups and summarized in Table 1. The fact that the
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other transport resistance increased in a greater proportion with the channel/land
architecture when Pt loading decreased, combined with the nature of Rother being pressure
independent gives evidence supporting film resistance at the catalyst layer, possibly due to
presence of thin liquid water film around catalyst agglomerates. The increase in Rother
could be due to increased oxygen dissolution resistance, as proposed by Kudo et al [14].
The open metallic element transport, performance and water management was investigated
in previous work [5, 26] and was shown to be characterized by enhanced removal of water
vapor and liquid phase from the cathode of the cell. It was also shown that when enough
water was present at the catalyst layer for back diffusion into the membrane, the charge
transfer and mass transport resistance increased due to possible catalyst coverage with
liquid film. This is in agreement with the findings of Mashio el al [10], and Nanoyama et al
[16] who propose an oxygen dissolution resistance due to ionomer thin film with reduced
loading, and liquid water film formation on catalyst agglomerate. It is possible that with
the cells used in this study, Rother for the Pt loading of 0.4 mgPt.cm-2 increased in the
parallel cell due thin liquid water film retention inherent to the parallel C/L alterations, and
the more dramatic increase of Rother with ultra-low loading of 0.07 mgPt.cm-2 using C/L is
a compounded effect due to liquid thin film over reduced size Pt agglomerates. Under the
operating conditions it is clear that the flow field architecture can have an important effect
in analyzing oxygen transport in the catalyst layer, due to change in water removal
efficiency.
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Figure 4-5. Effect of Pt loading and flow field architecture on pressure dependant

molecular diffusion resistance Rdif,p.
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Figure 4-6. Effect of Pt loading and flow field architecture on the other transport resistance

Rother.
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Conclusion

Reduction of Pt loading at the cathode catalyst layer of a PEFC without a concomitant loss
of performance is important to achieve cost target reductions.

Limiting current

measurements were used to determine the effect of reduced Pt loading (from 0.4 mgPt.cm-2
to ultralow 0.07mgPt.cm-2), as well as the impact of flow field architecture on the pressure
independent oxygen transport resistance (Rother), at the catalyst layer.
The increase in Rother with reduced catalyst Pt loading was significant using the parallel
channel/land flow field. Rother increased from 13.7 to 34.3 s/m with reduction of loading
and using a conventional flow field, while it only varied from 13.3 to 14.5 s/m with the
open metallic element. This suggests that the origin of the increased Rother can lie in a
phenomena affected by the flow field specifications.
Pressure dependant oxygen transport resistance was insensitive to Pt loading for both cells
and was a function of flow field architecture only. It was 15% lower for the open metallic
element, due to 15% reduction in effective oxygen diffusion length , Zdifeff ,as a result of
eliminating lands.
The results show that under operating conditions used, it is clear that the flow field
architecture can have an important effect in analyzing oxygen transport in the catalyst
layer. An increased Rother is possible due to reduction in agglomerate size and effective
ionomer surface area for oxygen dilution. Oxygen dilution resistance is increased with the
conventional channel/land architecture due to its ineffectiveness in flushing thin liquid
water film in the catalyst layer. This effect was mitigated in an open metallic flow field
known to improve water removal from the cathode.
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Chapter 5 CONCLUSION
A fuel cell with an open metallic element flow field is characterized with the ultimate goal
of investigating the pressure independent oxygen transport resistance appearing in catalyst
layers with low precious metal loading.

Stable operation at 3 Acm-2 is recorded with an OME cell, and reported for the first time in
the open literature. A 33% increase in power density over a conventional channel/land flow
field is noted. Oxygen dilution in helium (heliox) improved parallel cell performance due
to enhanced intermolecular gas diffusion of oxygen, but no reportable gains in power
density were recorded when air was replaced with heliox in an OME cell. In fact the
parallel cell operating on heliox performed like the OME operating on air. Performance
curves with corresponding electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data indicated that the
OME flow field improved gas diffusion of oxygen as a result of eliminating conventional
lands. Diffusion length is reduced as a result of diminished in the plane diffusion. OME
also reduced ohmic resistance of the cell due to more uniform compression. Ultra-high
current density operation was not precluded by film resistance.

Water management at high current density using the OME flow field was investigated by
varying cell temperature, gas relative humidity, and backpressure differential. Steady-state
and transient net water drag measurements coupled with electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy indicated that operation was limited by anodic dry-out of the membrane.
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Unlike conventional channel/land flow fields known for trapping water in the cathode, the
OME was shown to improve liquid water evacuation from the cathode compartment of the
cell. Excess water removal leads to reduced back diffusion of water, and when coupled
with high current density, results in electroosmotic drag being the dominant mechanism.

The characteristics of the OME cell performance, improved gas diffusion, and enhanced
water management, make it a good tool to investigate oxygen transport resistance in the
catalyst layer, without the overshadow effects of channel/lands. Limiting current
measurements were used to determine the effect of reduced Pt loading (from 0.4 mgPt.cm-2
to ultralow 0.07mgPt.cm-2), as well as the impact of flow field architecture on the pressure
independent oxygen transport resistance (Rother), at the catalyst layer. The increase in Rother
with reduced catalyst Pt loading was more significant using the parallel channel/land flow
field. This suggests that the origin of the increased Rother can lie in a phenomena affected
by the flow field specifications. The origin of transport resistance is identified as film
resistance. As water is trapped in the electrode due to to the inherent nature of a
channel/land flow field, water film covers catalyst agglomerates. Smaller agglomerates,
associated with reduced loading, require a higher flux of oxygen due to their decreased
surface area. Their coverage with water makes them less robust to oxygen transport, than
bigger surface area agglomerates. The OME through improved water evacuation reduces
water content in the catalyst layer and leads to reduced water film presence on
agglomerates. Hence the lower oxygen transport resistance at the catalyst layer, measured
using the OME fuel cell.
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Chapter 6 FUTURE WORK
In this work the characteristic performance and mass transport of a fuel cell using an open
metallic element flow field were presented. Anodic dry-out triggered by water evacuation
from the cathode side is highlighted as the main operating limitation of such fuel cell. Even
though the water evacuation properties can limit operation, that same phenomena makes
the OME cell suitable to be used as a tool to investigate the origins of increased oxygen
transport resistance with low platinum loading electrodes. The nature of the apparent
oxygen transport resistance in low loading electrodes is identified as oxygen dissolution in
thin film. This work can be used as a foundation for further investigations as described
below.

Fundamental two-phase transport through porous metallic element

Two phase water transport in conventional channels in the flow direction has been a
subject of intense research. Water droplet accumulation and formation on channel walls
has been examined, and the effects of channel wall properties have been studied
intensively, through direct camera/microscope visualization, neutron radiography, and xray synchrotron imaging. Two-phase transport and liquid droplet transport in an open
metallic element flow field has not been investigated or visualized. The elimination of
conventional lands was clearly shown to improve water phase removal, but the specific
role of pore network in porous metallic media remains unexplored. Visualization
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techniques if employed will show if water droplets block pores, or accumulate around
necks and struts of pores and leave the center of the pore clear for gas phase transport. Also
it is not clear if water droplets are flushed by moving from pore to pore, or along the struts
of different pores. Effects of material properties and geometric properties such as pore
shape can be studied to tailor highly efficient open metallic element flow fields.
Fundamental water transport mechanism through cell layers

As water is formed at the cathode catalyst layer, it finds its way out through diffusion and
capillary action through the microporous layer, the diffusion media, and is flushed from the
channels, or open metallic element. When using a conventional channel/land design,
multiple two phase flow regimes through the diffusion media have been identified such as
funicular regime, capillary fingering, and eruptive regime. The open metallic element,
when adjacent to the diffusion media could be thought of as additional branches of the
diffusion media pore network. Multiple pores of the diffusion media meet in one larger
pore of the open metallic element. The effect of the bifurcation tree formation on the flow
regime through the DM plane need to be studied.
Effect of DM properties on water retention and dry out mitigation

In this work, it was demonstrated that the open metallic element fuel cell operation is
limited by dry-out as a result of low back diffusion of water. However, efforts in tailoring
DM have always focused on improving water removal away from the catalyst layer and
into the channels, because the conventional flow field limited operation from excess water
at the cathode, known as flooding. With the development of more porous metallic flow
field, DM should be carefully tailored to improve water retention to promote back
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diffusion, without causing an excess of water flooding. The fundamental need for a DM
can also be questioned when using a porous metallic flow field.

Cell active area compression

This work showed that an open metallic element flow field improves cell ohmic resistance
as a result of more uniform compression, and reduced contact resistances. The experiments
in this work were all conducted at a 30 kgf active area compression. The effect of
compression on two-phase transport and performance should be investigated. Changing
compression can alter soft material porosity and thickness, which are important parameters
to changing gas phase and liquid phase transport. It is possible to see compression change
the back diffusion properties of the cell. Optimal assembly compression can be identified
for improved operation and transport.
Wider range of Pt loading, and understanding loading effect and effective surface
area
Two different Pt loading cathodes have been used in this study (0.4 and 0.07 mgPt.cm-2) to
investigate oxygen transport resistance in the catalyst layer. It is necessary to investigate a
broader range of catalyst layer loadings. Methods of catalyst synthesis have improved, and
catalyst layers with different catalyst loadings can be synthesized to have similar effective
surface area. The separation of the direct effect of Pt loading, and the direct effect of
effective surface area on oxygen transport resistance should be better understood. It is also
possible to build a series of catalyst layers with different agglomerate diameters in order to
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find a direct correlation between agglomerate size and oxygen transport resistance through
thin film.

Durability study from dry-out cycling at ultra-high current density

This work shows stable operation at high current density with partial membrane dry-out.
Even though no loss of performance was recorded after dry-out events, consecutive dry-out
and rehydration cycles were not investigated. Ultra-high current density induced dry-out
cycling should be used to understand membrane durability under such operating
conditions. As the membrane is operated under partial dry-out from the anode side local
stresses induced by overheating could damage the membrane.
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Appendix A: Data repeatability from cell assemblies
As shown in Figure A1.1, start with the cathode seal plate bolted on the mounting frame
and place the six bolt insulations as shown in the figure. From this point on always leave
fixture lying down.

Figure A1.1 – Cathode seal plate bolted to mounting frame
Superpose the following items in order on top of the cathode seal plate:
1. Cathode cooling cell plate
2. Cathode cooling cell gasket
3. Cathode cooling cell flow field
4. Cathode bipolar plate
5. Cathode gasket
6. Cathode flow field
7. Cathode diffusion media (microporous layer facing the membrane)
8. Membrane electrolyte assembly (Anode side up)
9. Anode diffusion media (microporous layer facing the membrane)
10. Anode gasket
11. Anode flow field
12. Anode bipolar plate
13. Anode cooling cell gasket
14. Anode cooling cell flow field
15. Anode cooling cell plate
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Install the anode seal plate, with the six seal screws with 120 in.lbs of torque, as shown in
Figure A1.2.

Figure A1.2 – Sealed cell assembly

Install the current collectors with the active area compression plates and hand-tighten the
bolts compressing the bellevilles, as shown in Figure A1.3.
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Figure A1.3 – Assembled cell with active area compression
Leak check the cell compartments with nitrogen, without exceeding 60 psi. If the cell is not
leaking proceed with belleville compression as shown in Figure A1.4. To assemble at 30
kgf of compression, belleville heigh [A] and [B] should average to 29.68 cm.

Figure A1.4 – Belleville height measurement. Average [A] and [B] height of 28.69 cm on
each bolt resulting in 30 kgf of compression.
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Following this method ensures repeatability of cell assemblies, and guarantees repeatable
performance as observed in Figure A1.5, at 60oC using stoichiometries of 2, 1.8 Bara inlet
pressure, and 53% / dry relative humidity.

Figure A1.5 – Performance curves at 60oC for three
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Appendix B: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Verification with
Kramer-Kronig Transform
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were recorded after changing an
extensive parameter, such as temperature, pressure or current density, and sometimes a
combination of both. The fuel cell must be in equilibrium over the entire frequency range
of an EIS experiment, in order to have reliable complex non-linear least squares analysis of
the impedance data. It is therefore important to conduct an independent check of the
validity of the impedance data and their compliance within the constraints of linear
systems theory [1-6].
Kramers-Kronig transform theory states that real and imaginary impedance data should
contain equivalent information. In other words, the imaginary values of a dispersion can be
calculated from the real parts of the dispersion and vice versa, over the whole frequency
range (

to

). The transformation for the real part of the impedance,

, is

expressed as

(A.1)

And the imaginary part

, is expressed as

(A.2)

Where

is the frequency of transform and

is the frequency of integration.

In order to attribute validation for a data set, the measured real part and transformed
imaginary part, Equation A.1, should match. The same is true for the measured imaginary
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part and the transformed real part, Equation A.2. The process is represented graphically in
Figure A.1. The transformed spectra should be identical to the measured spectra. If they
are not the same, this suggests a problem with the original data [6].

Figure A.1: Graphical representation of impedance data validation via Kramer-Kronig
transform.
The Kramers-Kronig transform was applied using ZView software by Scribner Associates
Inc. A good match was computed for all EIS data, two sets are selected here under
different operating conditions and are shown in Figures A.2 and A.3.
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Figure A.2: EIS data and their corresponding KK transform. a) Nyquist plot, b) Magnitude,
c) Angle (70oC, RH 53/0, BP 1.8/1.8 Bara at 2 A cm-2).

Figure A.3: EIS data and their corresponding KK transform. a) Nyquist plot, b) Magnitude,
c) Angle (60oC, RH 100/0, no BP at 0.5 A cm-2).
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